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Editorial
Dear readership,
On behalf of the entire editorial board, it is my great
pleasure to welcome you to the 28th edition of AMSj!
My gratitude goes out to our review staff and the
editorial board for all the effort that has been put into
this wonderful edition.
In this issue, we feature two original research
articles, both on the topic of Neurology. Firstly, Marieke
van Schie conducted a review on the use of constraint-induced movement therapy in children with cerebral palsy,
which was hypothesized to improve hand function. Furthermore, Dexter Paternotte reviewed the application of
Autologous Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation in
Secondary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis. Both of these
original studies passed our peer-review with flying colors and we are very happy to publish them in this issue!
Furthermore, Prof. Dr. Diederik Gommers
enlightens us on the topic of early career decisions.
Do they matter? And what matters most? CV? Or the
learning process? Read about it in this edition’s “The
Expert’s View”. In our “Interview” column you can read
the interview with Philip de Witt Hamer, professor of
translational neuro-oncology and neurosurgeon at the
Amsterdam UMC. He elaborates on career challenges,
his specialty, and his research. We also met with Mariska
Leeflang, a clinical epidemiologist at Amsterdam UMC,
with whom we spoke about the importance of epidemiology in clinical research and the importance of precise
study design. Read about it on page 15! Lastly, we also
interviewed the professor and department head of the
Oro & Maxillofacial surgery department at the Erasmus
MC. Prof. Dr. Eppo Wolvius about how he got into the
specialty, his position as a professor and the challenges
that come with it, and his current research.
We are happy to introduce two new “Subject
101” columns! From this issue onward, we will include
educational columns on the topics of Physiology and
Anatomy & Embryology. In this edition, our Physiology
team has decided to include a brief history of medical
physiology. In their piece, they walk us through the journey of the subject from the very early beginning with

Hippocrates, until the present day! In the first “Subject
101: Anatomy & Embryology”, the embryology of the
thyroid gland is discussed with particular focus on the
congenital anomaly of the persistent thyroglossal duct.
Furthermore, we also feature our other Subject 101
topics. In this issue, we dive into the liver function laboratory tests. These tests are affectionally nicknamed
“Leverlab” in Dutch, but our editors will explain to
you why this may not entirely be the best name. Lastly,
we explain relevant physical examination for diagnosing Scabies. These mites are increasingly common
in the Netherlands and are frequent causes of studenthousing quarantines. What should you pay attention to
when examining a possible Scabies patient? Read about
it on page 56.
We cordially invite you to submit your own
original article to our journal and experience what goes
into publishing scientific research. AMSj is also often
looking for new colleagues, so are you interested in
working as an editor or reviewer? Keep an eye on our
social media channels for frequent vacancies.
On a personal note, I am excited to have the
honor of fulfilling the position of Editor-in-Chief VUmc,
taking over from my predecessor Elise Beijer! On behalf
of the entire editorial board of AMSj I want to thank
Elise for all the hard work she has put into our journal
over the past years, AMSj would not have been the same
without her.
Read this and much more in this issue of the Amsterdam
Medical Student journal!
Yours sincerely,
Mees Hesmerg,
Editor-in-Chief
Amsterdam UMC,
location VUMC
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‘Forever chemicals’ now linked to
hypertension in women

Does melatonin help prevent postoperative delirium in older adults?

soUhAilA liAZiD AnD PetrA verDonk
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, vU University, AMsterDAM
2. DePArtMent of ethics, lAw & MeDicAl hUMAnities/ APh PersonAliZeD MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc

MArJolein A. keesenberG 1 AnD niek h. sPernA weilAnD2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc
2. DePArtMent of AnesthesioloGy, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion
AMc

The health impact of Poly- and PerfluoroAlkyl
Substances (PFAS) is of growing concern. PFAS
are human-made chemicals that accumulate in the
environment and organisms and never degrade
(hence, they are dubbed ‘forever chemicals’).
PFAS are used in everyday household items from
dental floss to cookware to clothing and have been
found in water, soil, air, and food. Studies have
associated PFAS, even at low levels, with various
health issues including reproductive problems,
changes in immune function, and cancer.1 Women
seem to be particularly vulnerable to the consequences of PFAS. A recent study published in Hypertension, an American Heart Association journal, has now reported that multiple PFAS are also
positively associated with hypertension in women.1 This prospective study analyzed PFAS serum
concentrations in 1058 middle-aged women and
found that women in the highest tertile of PFAS
serum concentrations had a 71% higher risk of
developing hypertension over a period of 8 years.
These findings imply that the health effects of
PFAS may have been underestimated to a further
extent than what was previously thought and that
accounting for PFAS and their combined effects in
future research could help to better understand cardiovascular disease risk in middle-aged women.

All older patients are at risk to develop delirium
whilst being admitted to the hospital, especially
after undergoing surgery. So far, the prevention of
postoperative delirium consists of non-pharmacological methods. However, this article researched1
the effect of a pharmacological approach, using
perioperative administration of melatonin to prevent postoperative delirium in elderly patients.
Multiple databases were appealed. After
the screening, six studies were included (n=1.155).
The patients had a mean age of 59 to 84 years. Melatonin or ramelteon was given daily at a dose of
two to eight milligrams the evening before or the
day of the surgery. The meta-analysis showed an
effect with an odds ratio of 0.63 (95% CI [0.46 to
0.87]; 0.006; I2 = 72%), with less deliriums in the
melatonin group. With the removal of one study,
reducing the heterogeneity to 0.000, the overall
odds ratio was reduced to 0.310 (95% CI [0.19 to
0.50]; I2 = 0.000). This means the results are even
more significant with the removal of the results of
this study.
Overall, the study shows that perioperative administration of melatonin reduces the
number of postoperative deliriums in elderly patients. However, more research on adequate dosing
should be done.

1.

1.

1

2

Ding N, Karvonen-Gutierrez CA, Mukherjee B, et al. Perand polyfluoroalkyl substances and incident hypertension
in multi-racial/ethnic women: The study of Women’s
Health Across the Nation. Hypertension. Published online 2022:101161HYPERTENSIONAHA12118809

Campbell AM, Axon DR, Martin JR et al. (2019). Melatonin for the prevention of postoperative delirium in older
adults: a systematic review and meta-analysis. BMC geriatrics, 19(1), 1-10.
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Segmentectomy as the new standard
surgical procedure for small-sized
peripheral non-small cell lung
cancer
rAhUl A. bhoerA1 AnD woUter bAkhUis2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc,
vriJe Universiteit AMsterDAM
2. DePArtMent of cArDiothorAcic sUrGery, erAsMUs MeDicAl
center, rotterDAM

Patients with clinical stage 1A, small-sized (≤2 cm)
peripheral non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
are expected to have a high 5-year overall survival when curative-intended surgery is performed.
Previous studies showed that anatomical resection
including lymph node excision is necessary. Previously, only lobectomies were performed, but recently, the possibilities and indications of smaller
resections (segmentectomy) are explored. This is
the first RCT to study the survival, clinical effects,
and benefits of this procedure.
A RCT was conducted with the aim to
confirm the non-inferiority of segmentectomy to
lobectomy in terms of overall survival in patients
with small-sized peripheral NSCLC. Segmen-

The FRAIL-HIP study: Comparison
of Operative and Nonoperative
Management in Frail Institutionalized Elderly
Denise Abbel1 AnD eveline P. vAn PoelGeest2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc
2. AMsterDAM University MeDicAl centers, DePArtMent of
internAl MeDicine/GeriAtrics, locAtion AMc

Proximal femoral fractures are impactful injuries
for older individuals that affect their quality of life
and increase the 6-month mortality rate by 55%.
Especially for frail nursing home patients with limited remaining life expectancy, hip surgery may not
be the best treatment option.
In the Dutch FRAIL-HIP study, Loggers
et al. followed frail institutionalized patients aged
over 70 years with proximal femoral fractures for
six months.¹ The treatment choice of operative
versus conservative (nonoperative) care management was made using the structured shared decision-making (SDM) process, in which the doctor
and the patient make the decision together. Of the

tectomy had a higher 5-year overall survival rate
(94.3%; p<0,0001 for superiority; p=0,0082 for
non-inferiority) than lobectomy (91.1%) at a median follow-up of 7.3 years. Patients in the lobectomy
group had a higher mortality rate than the segmentectomy group. However, there was no difference
in the number of lung cancer-related deaths. The 12
months median reduction in FEV1 (lung function)
was higher for lobectomy (12.0%; p<0,0001) than
segmentectomy (8.5%; p<0,0001). However, the
segmentectomy group had significantly (p=0,0018)
more locoregional relapse (11%) than the lobectomy group (5%).
These results indicate the superiority of
segmentectomy over lobectomy but should be
interpreted with caution, as no superiority in NSCLC-related survival was found due to higher local
recurrence. Longer follow-up studies or different
RCTs are necessary to confirm the non-inferiority/
superiority of segmentectomy over lobectomy.
1.

Saji H, Okoda M, Tsuboi M, et al. (2022). Segmentectomy
versus lobectomy in small-sized peripheral non-small-cell
lung cancer (JCOG0802/WJOG4607L): a multicentre,
open-label, phase 3, randomised, controlled, non-inferiority trial. The Lancet. 399:1607-1617.

172 included participants, 88 patients decided to be
treated surgically and 84 patients received nonoperative treatment.
Results of this study showed that the 30day mortality rate of patients in the nonoperative
management group was higher (83%), compared
to the operative management group (25%). Moreover, in the nonoperative management group, fewer
adverse events occurred compared to the operative
management group. Interestingly, the quality of life
in both treatment groups did not differ, and treatment satisfaction was also high in both groups.
In conclusion, this study demonstrated
that conservative management of proximal femoral
fractures is a reasonable alternative treatment option for surgical treatment in the failest older individuals with limited life expectancy.
1.

Loggers, S, Willems, H.C, Van Balen, R, et al.,U. 2022. Evaluation of Quality of Life After Nonoperative or Operative
Management of Proximal Femoral Fractures in Frail Institutionalized Patients. JAMA Surgery, 157(5), pp. 424-434.
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Luxturna®: The world’s first-ever
gene therapy for inherited retinal
diseases

Prevalence of Perinatal Depression
and Anxiety in Both Parents; A Systematic Review and Meta-analyses

MiyAADA AbDi1 AnD MArc sirks2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc
2. DePArtMent of oPhthAlMoloGy, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion
AMc

AlexAnDer s.t. MoerkAMP1 AnD berniek hesselink2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion AMc
2. DePArtMent of GenerAl PrActice, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc

Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA) is the first
inherited retinal disease that can be treated with
gene therapy, known as voretigene neparvovec
(Luxturna®).
LCA can be caused by several genetic
mutations, one of which lies in the RPE65 gene.
This gene encodes an enzyme that plays an essential role in the functioning of photoreceptors in the
retina. Mutations in this gene can cause symptoms
of night blindness, loss of visual acuity, and nystagmus, and may lead to blindness within the first
20 years of life.
Luxturna® uses an adeno-associated viral
vector to deliver a functional copy of the RPE65
gene to the eye through subretinal injection. Recently, Deng et al.1 described the results of treatment with Luxturna® in 27 eyes of 14 patients,
aged between 4 and 17 years. After 6-12 months of
follow-up, the results showed a significant mean
improvement of retinal light sensitivity of 2.1
log units (P < 0.001), and a significant improvement in Goldmann visual field testing (P < 0.001).
Best-corrected visual acuity increased from 0.10 to
0.15 (P < 0.001). Common adverse events were elevated intraocular pressure (59%) and intraocular
inflammation (15%), which were resolved within
weeks to months.
In conclusion, these data shows that gene
therapy may have a promising future in treating
LCA and other inherited retinal diseases.

Mental disorders ante- and perinatal are associated
with morbidities affecting inter-family relationships. The prevalence of maternal antenatal and
postnatal depression is approximately 11% and
13% compared to 9.76% and 8.75% in paternal
statistics. A systematic review and meta-analysis
recently published in the JAMA-open examined
the prevalence of perinatal mood disorders in both
parents and which factors are associated.
Therefore, 23 studies with 29,286 couples from high-income countries were included for
meta-analysis. The pooled prevalence of depression in both parents was analyzed and divided into
the following groups with 95% CI and P<0.001:
Antenatal; 1.72%, Early postnatal ( > 3 months);
2.37%, Late postnatal (3-12 months) 3.18%. Established risk factors include: [1] maternal antenatal depression increases the risk of postnatal depression in both parents, [2] socioeconomic factors
increase the risk of depression in both parents, and
[3] relationship issues are related to mood symptoms in both parents.
In up to 3% of parent couples, both parents suffer from perinatal depression. Although
the small number of studies in this meta-analyses
and heterogeneity in screening tools between included studies, it is good to be aware that perinatal
depression can affect both parents instead of one
with consequences for both parents’ health and the
well-being of the infant.

1.

1.

Deng C, Zhao PY, Branham K et al., 2022. Real-world
outcomes of voretigene neparvovec treatment in pediatric
patients with RPE65-associated Leber congenital amaurosis. Graefe’s Archive for Clinical and Experimental Ophthalmology, 260(5), 1543–1550.

Smythe KL, Petersen I, Schartau P. Prevalence of Perinatal Depression and Anxiety in Both Parents: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis. JAMA Netw Open.
2022;5(6):e2218969. Published 2022 Jun 1.
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Is dapagliflozin effective and safe
for frail patients with heart failure?
MeyrinA D. nAtAwiDJAJA1 AnD chArlotte M. niJskens2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc locAtion vUMc
2. DePArtMent of internAl MeDicine / GeriAtrics, AMsterDAM
UMc locAtion AMc

Frailty refers to increased vulnerability, resulting
from declined physiologic reserve and function
leading to a higher risk of adverse outcomes. Heart
failure (HF) in the elderly is often accompanied by
frailty. Sodium-glucose cotransporter 2 (SGLT2)
inhibitors have shown beneficial cardiovascular
outcomes in HF treatment. However, in frail patients, the benefit and tolerance of these agents may
be diminished.
Butt et al. evaluated the efficacy and safety of dapagliflozin, an SGLT2 inhibitor, in frail
patients with HF with reduced ejection fraction
(HFrEF) in a post-hoc analysis of a randomized
controlled trial.1 Patients with low- and high-risk
heart failure were excluded from this study. Using

Interval post-colonoscopy incidence reduction by implementation
of serrated polyp detection

AyishA AshrAf1 AnD JUrriËn stiekeMA2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion AMc, the
netherlAnDs
2. DePArtMent of sUrGery, frAnciscUs GAsthUis & vlietlAnD,
rotterDAM, the netherlAnDs

Interval post-colonoscopy colorectal cancers (IPCRC) are colorectal cancers diagnosed in patients
who had a colonoscopy in the past which detected
no cancer but developed cancer before the next recommended screening.
The adenoma detection rate (ADR) is inversely associated with the incidence of IP-CRC
and is currently used to measure the performance
of endoscopists in detecting premalignant lesions
derived from adenomas. However, this instrument
does not include serrated lesions which most IPCRCs are derived from. Implementing the proximal serrated polyp detection rate (PSPDR) could
reduce the IP-CRC incidence. This is the proportion of colonoscopies in which at least one serrated
polyp proximal to the descending colon is detected.
Van Toledo et al. studied the potential as-

the Frailty Index, patients were categorized as nonfrail, more frail, and most frail. They found that dapagliflozin compared to placebo not only reduced
the risk of HF progression, but also cardiovascular
and all-cause mortality, it also improved physical
function, symptoms, and quality of life, regardless
of frailty class. The greatest effect was seen in the
frailest patients. Adverse events were most often
reported in the frailest patients. However, these did
not differ between the treatment versus the placebo group, reflecting the overall fragile condition in
these patients rather than concerning side-effects of
dapagliflozin.
These outcomes underline the efficacy and
safety of dapagliflozin in the frail population with
HFrEF.
1.

Butt JH, Dewan P, Merkely B, et al. Eﬃcacy and Safety of
Dapagliflozin According to Frailty in Heart Failure With
Reduced Ejection Fraction : A Post Hoc Analysis of the
DAPA-HF Trial. Ann Intern Med. 2022;175(6):820-830.

sociation between endoscopist PSPDR and their
patient’s risk of IP-CRCs and aimed to show the
added value of PSPDR as a colonoscopy quality indicator. This association was analyzed with a
shared frailty Cox proportional-hazard regression.
For this study, 277,555 colonoscopies
have been done in relation to PSPDR. The PSPDR was compared to the ADR (respectively 11.9%
(IQR 8.3–15.8; 66.3% (61.4–69.9)1. This showed a
moderate correlation (r=0.59; p<0.0001)1. After a
follow-up of 33 months, 305 interval post-colonoscopy colorectal cancers were detected.1 For every
percentage point increase in PSPDR, the interval
post-colonoscopy colorectal cancer hazard was
7% lower (hazard ratio 0.93, 95% CI 0.90–0.95;
p<0.0001).1
PSPDR proves to be inversely associated
with the incidence of IP-CRC. Implementing PSPDR in addition to ADR could improve the quality
of screening and early detection of colorectal cancer.
1.

van Toledo D, JEG IJ, Bossuyt PMM, et al. Serrated polyp
detection and risk of interval post-colonoscopy colorectal
cancer: a population-based study. Lancet Gastroenterol
Hepatol. 2022;7(8):747-754
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TEACHABLE MOMENTS

COMPENDIUM GENEESKUNDE

The acute abdomen, a case to practice your clinical skills

sniJDers, r. AnD sMit, v. (2020). coMPenDiUM GeneeskUnDe boek 4 (tweeDe DrUk), rotterDAM, neDerlAnD: synoPsis b.v. hoofDstUk GAstro-enteroloGische chirUGie.

Resilience
JAne sPlinter1 AnD JoeP vAn oostroM2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc
2. DePArtMent of GAstroenteroloGy AnD hePAtoloGy, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion
AMc

EXPLANATION

CASE

A 21-year-old previously healthy woman
presents with abdominal pain for 48
hours. The pain was initially periumbilical
and on progression became localized in
the right lower quadrant. The women experienced nausea and a decreased appetite.
She denied dysuria. Her last menstrual
period was 2 weeks earlier. On examination, she was febrile (temperature
38.2 C), and was found to have localized
tenderness in the right lower quadrant with
guarding. Rectal examination was normal.
Laboratory examination demonstrated mild
leukocytosis.
What is the most likely diagnosis for this patient?
1. Gastroenteritis
2. Regional enteritis
3. Acute appendicitis
4. Perforated peptic ulcer
5. Sigmoid diverticulitis
6. Acute pancreatitis
7. Acute cholecystitis
8. Superior mesenteric artery embolism
9. Ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm

Acute appendicitis initially presents with periumbilical pain secondary to obstruction of the
appendiceal lumen. This is mediated through visceral fibers, and because the appendix is from the
embryologic midgut, the pain is referred to the
umbilicus. With obstruction of a hollow viscus,
there may be nausea. As the inflammatory process
progresses to involve the visceral and parietal peritoneal surface, the pain becomes more localized in
the right lower quadrant. Fever and leukocytosis
are non-specific signs of an infection.
More practice questions?
After every chapter in the ‘Compendium Geneeskunde’ book series, you can find extra practice
questions per category. In this book series, 6 years
of medical school is summarized in 5 books, with
35 different chapters. Want to learn more about
the different disciplines take a look at the new
website or follow @compendiumgeneeskunde on
Instagram for more medical content.

IBOP

Possible emergency indications for surgery are:
Ischemia, Bleeding, Obstruction, and Perforation
ACUTE ABDOMEN IS ABDOMINAL PAIN THAT EXISTS < 1 WEEK AND FROM WHICH
THE UNDERLYING PATHOPHYSIOLOGY CAN VARY FROM INNOCENT TO LIFETHREATENING. WHEN PATIENTS SUFFER FROM “ACUTE ABDOMEN”, THEY OFTEN
NEED EMERGENCY SURGERY.

ANSWER 3
AMSj Vol. 28 | September 2022

As (future) doctors, we all know the pathophysiological aspects of diseases. We know what imaging
to do, what medicines to prescribe, and what surgeries to perform. However, in this big and busy
healthcare system, it is easy to overlook a patient’s
psychological well-being and wishes. But even in
this overworked system, we can never overlook
the person behind the disease.

center showed me that people are extremely resilient and can adapt to unthinkable situations. Their
courage and determination to make the best out of
their situation inspired me to eventually become
the best physician I can possibly be.

“The patients in the
rehabilitation center
showed me that people are
extremely resilient and
can adapt to unthinkable
situations”

In 2019, I was a first-year medical student who
believed to have a relatively good idea about the
psychological side of diseases. In retrospect, I did
not fully understand all sides of it. This changed
when I started working in a rehabilitation center
for people with spinal cord injuries. Here, I got to
see first-hand what impact disease can have on, not
only a person’s life but also the lives of the families and friends involved.
One of the first patients I met was a young woman with small children. One day, her entire life
changed due to a mountain bike accident. She
had to quit the job she loved dearly, and she had
to learn how to raise her children without being
able to move her body. Luckily, she had a loving
husband who stood by her and helped her navigate
this difficult time.
Without knowing it, she taught me an important lesson; humans can be extremely resilient.
She showed me that with strength and a positive
outlook on things, a person can overcome many
obstacles.
One small moment; one dive; one bike ride or one
fall can change an entire life forever. It can take
away your independence and your life as you once
knew it. At first, I thought it would be impossible
to psychologically recover from this, but nothing
was less true. The patients in the rehabilitation

To conclude, there are many factors that can help
with physical and mental recovery. One of these
factors is resilience, which has been proven to help
improve quality of life.1
As this topic is called teachable moments, I want
to encourage everyone to ask; ‘how do you really
feel?’ once in a while. This is important to remember as the fast-pacing system sometimes takes this
opportunity away.

REFERENCES

1.

Musich S, Wang SS, Schaeffer JA, et al. The association of increasing resilience with positive health
outcomes among older adults. Geriatr Nurs. 2022
Mar-Apr;44:97-104.
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Prof. Dr. Philip de Witt Hamer

CURRICULUM VITAE

MArcUs cAkMAk1 AnD thoM P.A. broUwer2
1. AMsterDAM UMc locAtion vriJe Universiteit AMsterDAM, fAcUlty of MeDicine,
locAtion vUMc
2. AMsterDAM UMc locAtion University of AMsterDAM, DePArtMent of neUrosUrGery,
neUrosUrGicAl center AMsterDAM, MeiberGDreef 9, 1105 AZ, AMsterDAM, the
netherlAnDs
interviewD by

Let’s start with a personal introduction.
My name is Philip de Witt Hamer, I’m 48 years
old. I’ve been awestruck by neurosurgery, have a
wonderful family and I try to keep busy outside
of my job by doing all sorts of activities that are
important in life.
How did you become a neurosurgeon?
It started in high school. We watched a documentary about a neurosurgeon in class. We saw parts
of an operation on a human brain, I was instantly
fascinated! The surgeon made it look ordinary, but
he was operating on a human brain. I thought: ‘if
that’s possible, I want to try that!’ Many people
have told me to keep my eyes open and look for
other potential careers, which I did. Other careers
could’ve worked as well; I thought about a career
in chemistry or building boats. However, I had
such a big interest in neurosurgery that I wanted
to become one.

“I thought: ‘if that’s possible,
I want to try that!’”
Many students have doubts about the future. How
would you enthuse students to pursue a career in
neurosurgery?
I believe every specialization can be interesting
when you start to look for the underlying patterns.
For example, how a brain tumor influences behavioral patterns in patients. People with a dedication
to achieving one thing, tend to have a harder time

achieving this goal. A certain degree of flexibility
and open-mindedness is needed to keep yourself
entertained for all those years. It’s okay to dream,
but don’t be disappointed when things don’t work
out exactly as you planned. It’s mostly luck and
coincidence. Don’t be demotivated when things
roll out differently. It has nothing to do with you
personally.

“It’s okay to dream, but don’t
be disappointed when things
don’t work out exactly as you
planned”

What was the biggest challenge in your career?
The mental switch. I started in Amsterdam as
ANIOS, followed by working as ANIOS in Rotterdam. Afterward, I planned to do research in the
USA. But then I got a call from the USA. The financial funding was canceled, so I could come and
do research, but I had to facilitate my own funding.
This was impossible, so I called the AMC and told
them that my funding was revoked. They said they
were going to call me back. A week later I got a
call: I could come back to Amsterdam and start as
an AIOS! My research focus would switch to neuro-oncology instead of neurotrauma. Bottomline:
accept uncertainty and this will open the door for
amazing new opportunities. That’s what keeps life
interesting and challenging.
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Can you tell me something about your research
focus and your ambitions for the coming years?
The focus of research is translational neuro-oncology. We deliberately did not use ‘surgery’ in the
name, because we believe in the multidisciplinary
treatment of the disease. It’s important to gather
knowledge and increase interdisciplinary efforts.
It is important to stimulate change if that will lead
to improved outcomes for patients. That’s better
than trying to improve a certain operation just a
little bit. Obviously, I bring a neurosurgical perspective, but I become better by looking beyond
my own specialty. I learn a lot from the experience of patients throughout their disease. Not only
during the period around the surgery but also after
the operation. Lessons from the ongoing struggles
that patients face in these periods help me understand the human experience better. The operations
have a tremendous impact on people’s lives. If my
knowledge of the underlying patterns improves,
I’ll be able to provide better care for my patients.

How would you describe neurosurgery in three
words?
Open, honest, and flexible.
We know that many medical students will read this
and get excited about neurosurgery. Do you have
any advice?
Follow your heart. Choose what feels right and
what fascinates you. Dare to dream your dream.
But keep this in mind: have a realistic plan and be
flexible enough to change your plan to a plan b or
plan c.
Can students contact you for research or for a
‘meeloopdag’?
Yes, I really like that. I learn so much from showing students or young people around in my job and
day-to-day life. Your questions and observations
broaden and challenge my own thinking. You also
inspire me to become a better surgeon and human
being. Please reach out if you’re motivated and
enthusiastic.

“Lessons from the ongoing
struggles that patients face
in these periods help me
understand the human
experience better”
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THE EXPERT’S VIEW

THE EXPERT’S VIEW

The Expert’s View – Diederik Gommers

Of course, it is not only during these patient briefings that interns are being examined. It is the
overall impression that will make the difference.
Endeavor maintaining a professional attitude, not
only to your superiors but to everyone you work
with. You may not notice it, but not only brandnew articles are being peer-reviewed in the coffee
corner, but students and residents are as well…
Lastly, never let go of a curious mindset, be willing to always learn new things, and know how to
make any feedback beneficial to your own personal development.

Diederik A.M.P.J. Gommers1 and David E. Vecht2
1. Chair ICU Department, Erasmus MC and chair of the Dutch society of intensive care
2. Medical Student, Amsterdam University Medical Center, University of Amsterdam

Hopefully all of you have had a good summertime.
That said, I am aware that the typical medical
student usually isn’t that good at disengaging the
mind from alleged duties during medical recess.
Many of you have probably been wondering what
a post-summer holiday era will look like and these
first months of a new academic year are slowly revealing what you can expect from your university,
educators, and study program for the rest of the
year. Medicine studies themselves usually prepare
students in fixed consecutive steps for the clinical
working environment that comes next. As long as
you manage to adhere to receiving feedback twice
every day from your supervisor, things will need
to go an odd way for you to not make it as a junior
doctor. It is the transition from student to doctor
that medical students long for but makes them
shiver at the same time. It is almost as if a second
puberty is waiting for you once you walk out of
that graduation hall.

‘‘As long as you manage
to adhere to receiving
feedback twice every day
from your supervisor, things
will need to go an odd way
for you to not make it as a
junior doctor’’
Being allowed to call yourself a doctor instead of
an intern (or coassistent) means leaving the outlined college syllabus behind and finding your

own way in a stupendous world better known as
the hospital. As I mentioned in an earlier column
some students already know from the beginning
which specialty they are aiming for. However, on
the route to achieving the desired residency, students sometimes tend to lose sight of which skills
and competencies really shape medical craftmanship. Instead, only accomplishments that would
make an ostensible strong CV are strived for. For
example, the need for a PhD to obtain that desired
residency is a recurring discussion among students
and I would like to give some thoughts on this.
Managing your own research project can be a
valuable experience requiring much more personal
input and initiative, whereas medical studies itself
is quite a straightforward process. You are responsible for conducting your own research, while also
narrowly working together with other researchers.
This contributes to the development of analytical- and cooperative skills which can lead to more
diligent and resilient characteristics essential to
dealing with the hard work which is required from
residents in training (AIOS) and specialists. Moreover, you will constantly change from relatively
quiet periods to weeks not leaving a single spot in
your agenda empty.
Now that I have outlined the benefits of a PhD, this
does not mean that graduates who don’t put dr. in
front of their name are chanceless. First of all, it is
important to realize that a PhD is hard work and
requires perseverance. Therefore, only students
that are keen to explore the academic world should
consider this track However, there is more than
one way to skin a cat. Remember that medical educators and supervisors look for several competencies in future doctors. This does not only concern
the presence of decent medical knowledge and
analytical skills. Be aware that the medical profes-
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sion requires clear communication and interaction.
Therefore, empathy, a genuine interest in others,
and eagerness to learn are the quintessence of a
good doctor (to be).
It is therefore that a short period of working as an
intern (ANIOS) can be favorable. Usually, this period is spent at a department where one hopes to
work as a physician one day. In this way, junior
doctors and supervisors can get acquainted and
decide whether this specialty is ‘the one’. As an
intern, you have the opportunity to prove that you
have the capabilities needed as a future resident.
For me, as an educator, it is during the briefings between shifts that young doctors can prove whether they can stand the heat. Junior doctors should
realize that they usually have much more contact
with patients than their supervisors. Therefore, assertiveness during these briefings is important and
doctors, especially those with a lot of contact with
patients, should not hesitate on questioning earlier
findings and verify if any other factors could have
resulted in the current state of the patient. Colleagues who during these discussions manage to
summarize a patient’s condition briefly, i.e., mention all the vital details without getting long-winded, give clear answers to additional questions, and
do not lose their nerve, often are the ones who are
foreseen to become the doctors we are looking for.

‘‘Never let go of a curious
mindset, be willing to always
learn new things, and know
how to make any feedback
beneficial to your own
personal development’’

In retrospect, I had some moments too in which I
needed to reflect on my own choices and opportunities. After my bachelor's, I spent ten years running my own research venture, something I would
never have forecasted. Making a little detour can
be quite rewarding. Although eventually, I had to
choose between a career as a physician or continuing as a medical entrepreneur, the experience I had
gained resulted in confidently made career choices based on a better understanding of my personal
values.
In the end, no one can predict which route their
future career they will take. Of course, it is important to work on a coherent and well-structured CV.
However, it is even more important to stay close to
yourself. Find out what you are passionate about
most and try to figure out in which way your own
strengths and talents are being used to the greatest
advantage. Eventually, you will discover which
type of white coat (or no coat at all) suits you the
best.
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SOLVING STATISTICS

Besides the statistical issues and solutions
described below, it is important to realize that a
large amount of missing data may indicate serious
data quality issues. For example, when data are
entered into an electronic health record by a large
number of healthcare providers in an inconsistent
way and under time pressure in a busy clinical
department, the resulting database may likely
exhibit a major proportion of missing data as well
as a poor data quality. Analyzing such data will
likely result in higher bias than analyzing data that
have been thoughtfully and prospectively collected
to address a specific research question, and in
which specific steps have been taken to ensure data
accuracy and completeness.

“It is important to realize
that a large amount of
missing data may indicate
serious data quality issues”

From the statistical perspective, missing data
reduces the power to detect a difference or treatment effect and may lead to bias. The potential for
bias, and the techniques that can be used to deal
with missing data, largely depend on the mecha-

nism by which data are missing. Four mechanisms
are distinguished:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Structurally missing data are missing for
a logical reason. For example, the age of
menarche will be structurally missing for all
male patients. Such data are undefined rather
than missing and are outside the scope of this
article.
Missing completely at random (MCAR)
means that the probability of missingness is
unrelated to any of the variables in the dataset.
For example, when a monitoring device stops
recording due to a technical problem rather
than some patient-related factor, the missing
data would be MCAR.
Missing at random (MAR) means that the
probability of missingness is unrelated to the
variable with missing information itself but
related to other variables in the dataset. In
other words, there is a systematic difference
between missing and non-missing data, which
can be explained by other observed variables.
For example, when blood sugar measurements
are missing more often in older patients (e.g.,
because they are less mobile and less likely
to show up for a follow-up appointment), the
missingness is related to patient age but not to
blood sugar itself.
Missing not at random (MNAR) means that
the probability of missingness is related to
the values of this variable itself. For example,
when blood sugar is missing more often in
patients with low blood sugar (e.g., because
they do not feel well enough to show up for
follow-up), the missingness is related to the
missing value itself.

Unfortunately, it is often not straightforward to
determine the mechanism by which data are
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Most commonly, observations with missing data
are excluded during the analysis, referred to as
“listwise deletion”. This approach reduces statistical power and also leads to bias when data are
MAR or MNAR. While bias and loss of power
may be trivial when only a few data are missing,
listwise deletion usually performs poorly when
a substantial proportion of data (e.g., >5%) are
missing.
As an alternative to listwise deletion, researchers
may want to impute missing values. Techniques
that estimate a single value, e.g., by filling in
the mean of the non-missing values, are usually
inappropriate as they may result in bias and
inappropriate standard errors. A much better
approach is to use multiple imputation, in which
multiple copies of the dataset are created. Based
on the available data, an algorithm produces a
different estimate of the missing value in each
copy of the dataset. Subsequently, each dataset is
analyzed and estimates from each analysis are
pooled to generate an overall result. When performed correctly, this provides unbiased estimates
when data are either MCAR or MAR, but not
MNAR. However, specifying a correct imputation model is not trivial, and seeking expert help is
strongly advised. Unfortunately, analysis is tricky
when data are MNAR, as the available techniques
(e.g., pattern mixture model), heavily rely on
untestable assumptions.
All methods to deal with missing data have important limitations. The best approach is to obtain
a dataset that is as complete as possible to avoid
missing data in the first place.

MANUSCRIPT

Missing data are a common problem in medical
datasets. When faced with the analysis of such
a dataset, researchers frequently wonder which
implications this may have for the analysis, and
how the problem can be addressed.
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PAtrick schober1
1. DePArtMent of AnesthesioloGy, AMsterDAM UMc, vriJe Universiteit AMsterDAM,
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missing. Little’s test can be used to test the null
hypothesis that the data are MCAR. However, a
null hypothesis can generally only be rejected but
cannot be proven. Thus, a significant result rejects
the MCAR assumption, but a non-significant result
does not confirm the MCAR assumption. There
is also no way of testing whether missingness is
related to the variable itself when the values of
the missing data are unknown. Therefore, the assumption on why data are missing must often rest
on theoretical considerations on how the missingness could be related to the same variable or other
variables.
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Finished your manuscript?
Publish it! See guidelines for
submitting on amsj.nl
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I RAN INTO...

I RAN INTO...

In Amsterdam UMC I ran into… Mariska
Leeflang, clinical epidemiologist

the ins and outs of different study designs, so this
is certainly useful for clinicians. Additionally, it’s
good that epidemiologists and clinical doctors
co-exist as well: both have their own specialty. As
a famous statistician once said: I won’t operate on
a patient after reading a book on surgery either.

Interviewed by Tim J. van der Putten1 and Arjan E. Schröder2
1. Faculty of Medicine, Amsterdam UMC, Location AMC
2. Department of Psychiatry, Amsterdam UMC, Location VUmc

When did you decide to become an epidemiologist?
Originally, I’m a veterinarian. During my studies, I
experienced that a lot of clinical practice was based
on expert opinion. I was interested in the ‘why’,
so I decided to fill a vacancy in evidence-based
diagnostics at Amsterdam UMC. That felt right
and it still does. Currently, I’m a clinical epidemiologist at Amsterdam UMC.
What exactly is epidemiology?
In short, epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants of disease in a population.
Why does one have an increased risk of becoming
sick? There are different ‘specializations’, for
example, infectious disease epidemiology or
genetic epidemiology. My main expertise is the
application of epidemiological methods in clinical
research. How to perform ‘good’ clinical research?
How to minimize bias? When to use which design?
Moreover, epidemiologists can specialize in specific designs or methods. For me, this is systematic
reviews. Currently, I’m involved in multiple
systematic reviews of diagnostic tests. But also
one on illegal import of bushmeat via airports.
Really exciting to me as a veterinarian, and valuable to society.
How does the expertise of epidemiologists differ
from other (health) scientists?
Amongst other things, epidemiologists investigate
the methodology. For example, is randomization
or blinding really necessary? It is important to
realize that there can be major differences in quality
between RCTs, arising from choices researchers
make along the design process. Trials aren’t necessarily good just because of it being an RCT.

My focus is diagnostic studies, which come with
many challenges. For example, a test’s sensitivity
and specificity hugely depend on the target population, which is sometimes overlooked. Secondly,
one might think a test with high sensitivity and
specificity must be implemented immediately, but
this is not necessarily true. Every consequence of
a test (e.g. treatment), should also be considered
when determining its usefulness.

‘‘Every consequence of a test,
should also be considered
when determining its
usefullness’’

The target audience of this interview is medicine
students with a specific interest in research. Do you
have some advice for starting clinical researchers?
A common mistake is the assumption that statistics and data are the most important elements of a
study. However, it all starts with the basis: what is
my research question? What is required to find an
answer and how to collect this data? Think it out
thoroughly, before collecting and analyzing data.
I really would advise students to discuss this with
their thesis supervisor. Don’t settle for big data
set analysis, but do ask your supervisor why this
design or specific question is chosen. When asked
respectfully and out of real interest, I’m sure
they’ll appreciate such a critical attitude.
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‘‘As a famous statistician
once said: I won’t operate on
a patient after reading a book
on surgery either’’
Mariska Leeflang, clinical epidemiologist

‘‘When a trial is poorly
designed, data analysis
is hard, and/or solid
conclusions can’t be drawn’’

As you said earlier, epidemiologists are experts in
methodology and data analysis. Do you also give
scientific advice to clinical researchers?
Yes, we do. It’s important to stress that we can’t just
“analyze the data”, as some researchers ask us to.
Many choices are made when designing a trial, all
affecting the study quality. When a trial is poorly
designed, data analysis is hard, and/or solid conclusions can’t be drawn. Therefore, we’re glad to
help researchers, but we really want to be involved
from the beginning, in choosing the right question
and design, drafting the protocol, etc. In that way,
it’s absolutely valuable to collaborate.
Some medical doctors are (clinical) epidemiologists themselves. They have completed a master’s
program or post-graduate education. Do you think
this is valuable?
Of course. As an epidemiologist, one knows all

To conclude, why is epidemiology such a
fascinating discipline?
Firstly, epidemiology starts at the basis of designing research. So for different disciplines, it’s absolutely valuable. Secondly, it’s very interesting to
think about: what makes a trial (un)reliable? What
can and cannot be concluded from this data, given
how it’s collected and analyzed? Of course, this is
extremely important: sometimes, I’m amazed by
what is stated in the media, based on claims that
can’t be fulfilled. Finally, if you’re looking for
challenging research and problems, from causality
to test evaluation, epidemiology will give you
satisfaction.

‘‘If you’re looking for
challenging research and
problems, from causality
to test evaluation,
epidemiology will give you
satisfaction’’
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Drilling holes in the scalp: ancient or
contemporary?

Bruising under the foot
Jesse lAMMerts1 AnD DitMAr schAkenrAAD2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion AMc.
2. DePArtMent of eMerGency MeDicine, noorDwest ZiekenhUisGroeP,
AlkMAAr, noorD-hollAnD, the netherlAnDs.

felicio wilDeboer1 AnD Debby boM2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc
2. berGMAn clinics, orthoPeDic sUrGery, brAillelAAn 10, riJswiJk

CASE

A 43-year-old male patient presented at the emergency
department with life-threatening injuries after being
involved in a serious traffic accident. The patient had multiple traumas, a bilateral pneumothorax with a pneumocephalus, and a 10 cm by 8 cm full-layer scalp avulsion
due to friction with the ground. The calvarial bones of the
scalp were exposed and the avulsed part was considered
inappropriate for reimplantation (FIGURE 1)

CASE

A 42-year-old patient was presented in the emergency room
following a misstep and landing on his right forefoot. Immediately, he was unable to put any weight on his right foot. On
examination, a plantar bruise was noted (see FIGURE 11).

QUESTION 1

What is the most likely diagnosis?
A.
Lisfranc injury
B.
Calcaneus fracture
C.
Stone bruise
D.
Plantar fascia tear
.

FIGURE 1 Image of the scalp injury
Which of the following conditions does this image
represent?
A.
partial scalp avulsion
B.
total scalp avulsion
C.
scalp laceration

QUESTION 2

Which type of imaging is indicated ﬁrst?
A.
Non-weight bearing radiograph
B.
Weight-bearing radiograph
C.
CT-scan
D.
None

FIGURE 3 Image of the coverage of the exposed
scalp with granulation layer
How many days after trephination was this picture
taken?
A.
3 days
B.
10 days
C.
21 days
D.
1 month

FIGURE 1 Plantar bruise

REFERENCES
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Rev. 2019 Jul 2;4(7):430-444
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Answer on page 63

FIGURE 2 Image of the trephination procedure
What was the reason for drilling numerous holes?
A.
Diagnostic purposes to check the scalp
condition
B.
To facilitate hair growth
C.
to accelerate the coverage of the exposed
scalp with a granulation layer

FIGURE 4 Image of the healthy and stable graft
area 30 months after the last PRP treatment.
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RADIOLOGY IMAGE

TEACHABLE MOMENTS

Take a second

Intracranial hemorrhage
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CASE

A 74-year-old man is presented to the emergency department
after an unwitnessed collapse in the bathroom. His medical history reports angina pectoris, an ischemic cardiovascular accident (2019), and a carotid endarterectomy (2019) for which he
used low-dose acetylsalicylic acid, clopidogrel, and statins. At
presentation, the man had a headache and was vomiting. His
GCS score was E3M5V3, which progressed within half an hour
to E1M4V1, together with a non-reactive dilated right pupil and
left hemiparesis. A CT scan of the head was obtained.

The start of your rotations is hectic; it will probably
be the first time that you’re wearing a white coat,
talking to patients, and being part of the treatment
team. During your rotations, you may be caught
up in assignments, presentations, and assessments
called KPB (short practice assessment). All of
these things will lead to a grade, and maybe you
are aiming for an eight or higher. You will probably have extracurricular activities such as a board
year, research, or volunteer work. Apart from that,
we should not forget about our social life. In short,
there is a lot to digest during your first year, however the same goes for the second and third years
of your rotations. Already during our bachelor's,
the focus is on a hospital specialization. We are
taught to start early with extracurricular activities
to enrich our resumes. Besides pressure from the
study program, students often feel pressure from
one another by comparing themselves. I am one
of those students who set the bar high for herself,
thereby feeling the pressure to perform.

QUESTION 1

Which of the following abnormalities are present?
(select all that apply) Hint: Try to differentiate
between the shapes of the hematoma’s, and
between the spaces they ﬁll. For example, convex
vs. crescent-shaped and blood ﬁlling the cerebral
sulci or falx cerebri.
A.
Extracranial hematoma
B.
Epidural hemorrhage
C.
Subdural hemorrhage
D.
Subarachnoid hemorrhage
E.
Parenchymal hemorrhage

QUESTION 2

What causes subdural hemorrhage? Hint: Which
structures pass the dura mater and empty into the
dural venous sinus?
A.
Rupture of the middle meningeal artery
B.
Rupture of an aneurysm
C.
Tearing of cortical bridging veins

QUESTION 3

Which signs of mass effect in the brain are visible?
(select all that apply) Hint: Compare the images
with the normal anatomy of the brain.
A.
Midline shift
B.
Loss of grey-white matter differentiation
C.
Effacement and or dilatation of the
ventricles
AMSj Vol. 28 | September 2022
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‘‘Besides pressure from the
study program, students
often feel pressure from
one another by comparing
themselves’’

At the beginning of my first year of rotations, I
received news that put everything in perspective.
One of my best friends died in a horse-riding
accident. In the days and months following her
death, I would walk around the hospital or sit in
the medical library listening to students worrying
about their studies and grades. It made me question
what’s important in life.

‘‘Stop for a moment and
consider whether the
pressure is worth it’’

So next time you’re worried about grades,
resumes, or impressing that medical specialist,
stop for a moment and consider whether the
pressure is worth it. Or are there more important
things to and in life?

Answer on page 65
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SUBJECT 101 - ANATOMY & EMBRYOLOGY

SUBJECT 101 - ANATOMY & EMBRYOLOGY

Persistent thyroglossal duct

20-30% of people, the thyroglossal duct does not
degenerate completely or does not undergo atrophy at all.2 In this case the remnant of the thyroglossal duct is called the pyramidal lobe.

Sally H. Khalaf, BSc1 and Michael W. van Emden, MD PhD2
1. Faculty of Medicine, Amsterdam UMC, Location VUmc
2. Department of Anatomy and Neurosciences, Amsterdam UMC,
Location VUmc
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are usually found, two pairs on each lobe: the parathyroid glands. The thyroid gland produces two
hormones that are essential for metabolism: thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3). Besides the
two lobes of the thyroid gland, some people have
a third lobe called the pyramidal lobe. The reason
some people have this lobe and others don't is the
way the thyroid develops embryologically. So let
us get a closer look at the basic embryology of the
thyroid.

FIGURE 1 The pharyngeal arches.

3

The thyroid gland is a butterfly-shaped endocrine
organ located in the neck. It consists of two lobes
(right and left) that are connected anteriorly by a
thin patch of thyroid tissue called the isthmus. The
thyroid gland surrounds the trachea, but the two
lobes are not connected posteriorly. On the back of
the thyroid gland, four small, rounded structures

At week four of gestation, the six pharyngeal
arches have already formed (FIGURE 1). These
pharyngeal arches give rise to various structures of
the skeleton, muscles, and nerves of the head and
neck.1 The spaces between the arches are called
the pharyngeal clefts. On the endodermal side of
the pharyngeal arches, the pharyngeal pouches are
found. Approximately at the midline, in between
the first and second pharyngeal pouch (which will
become the base of the tongue in a later stadium),
an epithelial proliferation is found which is called
the foramen cecum and that is where it all starts.
The thyroid gland begins as a group of endodermal
cells (the thyroid diverticulum) that grows through
the mesoderm descending anteriorly passing the
hyoid bone to reach its final place in front of the
trachea. Migrating downwards, it forms the thyroglossal duct which usually degenerates in a later
phase, around week ten of gestation. However, in
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An interesting congenital condition that is easier
to be understood with basic knowledge of the embryology of the thyroid gland is the thyroglossal
duct cyst (In Dutch: mediane halscyste) (FIGURE
2). The thyroglossal duct cyst accounts for 70% of
congenital neck abnormalities with an incidence of
7% among adults.4 This cyst is formed when part
of the thyroglossal duct grows and becomes filled
with mucus secreted by the epithelial lining of
this duct. Symptoms are often a painless swelling
located in the midline of the neck anteriorly, usually
close to the hyoid bone with 20-25% suprahyoid
and 25-65% infrahyoid.5 This cyst moves upwards
with tongue protrusion as the thyroglossal duct is
connected to the base of the tongue. The thyroglossal duct cyst can secondarily get infected through
a respiratory infection leading to abscesses.

Occasionally, cysts can also break open anteriorly
through the skin of the neck, causing leakage of
mucus. The only treatment of the thyroglossal
duct cyst is surgical removal including the middle
portion of the hyoid bone (Sistrunk procedure).6
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FIGURE 2 Thyroglossal duct and cysts.7
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In the column ‘Spotlight’ we shine a light on students who published their
research in other journals and (future) doctors who received something
special, like a PhD title or funding for their research. Mariam Ali recently
published her study “Sex Diﬀerences in Presentation of Stroke: A Systematic
Review and Meta-Analysis.” in the journal Stroke.

My name is Mariam Ali and I am a 22-year-old
medical student currently enrolled in the Master's
program of the VU University Amsterdam. Next
to this, I am an MD/PhD student at the Department
of Neurology.
My research journey started in 2018 when I was
a first-year medical student. A vascular neurologist taught us about stroke-presenting symptoms
during a lecture. She explained that the location of
the occlusion will determine the signs and symptoms of a stroke. I wondered if sex differences in
the occurrence of clinical acute stroke symptoms
exist since it is well known that women with acute
coronary syndrome present with different symptoms compared to men.1 To my surprise, recent
literature suggested that sex differences in the
clinical presentation of acute stroke or transient
ischemic attack (TIA) had not yet been systematically investigated.2 Therefore, I asked the
lecturer (dr. Visser) if I could prepare a systematic
review and meta-analysis on this topic. Dr. Visser
and Prof. Wermer from the LUMC gave me the
opportunity to conduct a systematic review and
meta-analysis on this topic while simultaneously
finishing my bachelor’s degree. Moreover, I have
been able to work on several additional projects on
sex differences in stroke since the beginning of my

clinical rotations. I hope to graduate as a medical
doctor and finish my PhD in 2024.
We conducted a systematic review and metaanalysis according to the PRISMA statement to
investigate if there are sex differences in the
clinical presentation of acute stroke or transient
ischemic attack.3 A systematic search was conducted in five databases for published articles
from their inception until May 2020, to identify
studies that reported comparisons between sexes
in acute stroke symptoms. We included 60 studies
with almost 600,000 patients, of whom 50% were
women. We found that non-focal neurological
symptoms, such as changes in consciousness/mental status, coma/stupor, and headache, occurred
significantly more frequently in women. In contrast, the focal symptoms of paresis/hemiparesis,
diplopia, and focal visual disturbances occurred
significantly less frequently in women compared
with men with any type of stroke. Patients with
non-focal symptoms could be given a diagnosis
other than stroke or TIA (a so-called stroke mimic)
such as a migraine attack or a seizure. Differences
in the presentation may thus lead to misdiagnosis
and in part explain the worse outcomes following
a stroke in women.
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Stroke has been a major concern of public health
worldwide due to its high mortality and morbidity,
especially in women in whom higher mortality
and worse post-stroke outcomes are consistently
observed than in men.4 The failure to recognize a
stroke in women due to differences in stroke symptomatology (headache or changes in consciousness/mental status) contributes to delays in
receiving acute stroke treatment and has cost the
lives of many women. A major shift in thinking
is required to recognize the importance of differences between men and women in their presenting stroke symptoms and to tackle the entrenched
inequity experienced by women with stroke. My
ultimate ambition is to decrease the worldwide
burden of stroke in women and become a clinician-scientist.
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FIGURE 1 Technique for a standardized office blood pressure (BP) measurement. BP should be based on an average
≥ 2 readings in ≥ 2 occasions

For many decades, endless discussions about
what level of blood pressure (BP) should be
targeted during BP treatment have taken place. For
some below 140/90 mmHg is sufficient;1 yet more
aggressive guidelines advise a target of <130/80
mmHg.2 Part of the BP target debate is fueled by
advice concerning BP measurement techniques.

“Endless discussions about
what level of blood pressure
should be targeted during BP
treatent have taken place”
Now, the workgroup of Kidney Disease Improving
Global Outcomes (KDIGO) has taken bold steps
in their latest BP guideline for patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD).3 KDIGO is the global
organization for developing and implementing
evidence-based clinical practice guidelines in
kidney disease.4

In the 2012 BP guideline of KDIGO, a target blood
pressure of <130/90 or <140/90 mmHg, respectively, was recommended in patients with CKD
depending on the absence or presence of diabetes
mellitus (DM) and/or increased albumin excretion
> 30 into the urine.3 In the 2021 guideline, the
target has drastically changed with the advice to
strive for a systolic BP <120 mmHg. Regardless of
the presence of DM.5
There are a few reasons why the recommendation
of the KDIGO workgroup can be described as sensational. Firstly, the number of CKD patients with
uncontrolled BP will increase immensely and will
subsequently have an important impact on drug
prescribing and health costs. Secondly, there are
some subpopulations in CKD in which the evidence
supporting the low systolic BP target of <120 mm
Hg is less present. These populations include those
with diabetes, advanced CKD, significant proteinuria, and very low diastolic blood pressure (DBP).5
Thirdly, standardization of BP measurements is
required before introducing new BP targets. Routine non-standardized BP office measurements
with the low BP target may be hazardous because
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A well-controlled systolic BP, the leading risk
factor for cardiovascular and renal morbidity and
mortality will certainly lead to improved health
outcomes in patients with CKD. However, one
could raise the question if the KDIGO BP workgroup hasn’t become overambitious this time.

“A well-controlled systolic
BP will certainly lead to
improved health outcomes in
patients with CKD”
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they can both over and underestimate the actual
BP. This can lead to overtreatment of the already
low target BP which can cause serious harm.5
Because of the importance of standardization, the
KDIGO workgroup added a recommendation for
the technique of a standardized office BP measurement in their new guideline, where an average of ≥ 2 readings on ≥ 2 occasions are advised
(FIGURE 1). Lastly, the workgroup only defined a
systolic BP target and not a diastolic target. In the
background, they stated that it is common to observe a wide pulse pressure in CKD patients (due
to vascular stiffening). This implies that achievement of a systolic BP <120 mmHg will almost
certainly result in a diastolic BP <70 mmHg.5
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In the column ‘Spotlight’ we shine a light on students who published their
research in other journals and (future) doctors who received something
special, like a PhD title or funding for their research. Renée Schreurs recently
was awarded the Joep Lange & Jacqueline van Tongeren young investigator’s
award for her research on autophagy in HIV-1 infected individuals.

MY JOURNEY IN ACADEMIA

My name is Renée Schreurs. I am a postdoctoral
researcher focusing on the impact of autophagy
– a natural cellular degradative mechanism – on
viral infections and intestinal immune responses.
I started my academic career in the field of neurobiology, exploring the human brain with a dual
bachelor's in Psychobiology and Psychology,
followed by a master’s degree in Neuroscience
right here at the UvA.
You might be interested to know how I migrated
from the brain to the world of viruses and intestines. First and foremost, I was piqued by the
ever-present immune responses in the neuroscientific experiments I conducted during my internships; we were trying to induce nervous tissue
regeneration but immune cells quite literally
got in the way of the healing process. Secondly,
because of their sheer mass of neural tissue, the
intestines are also called the body’s ‘second
brain’, so I endeavored to expand my knowledge
and branch out from neuroscience into intestinal
immune research.
I applied for a PhD at the Emma Children’s Hospital in collaboration with the Department of
Experimental Immunology (EXIM) at the AMC.

Together, we set out to unravel the development of
adaptive immune responses in the human intestine
and their role in neonatal intestinal inflammatory
diseases. Here, I developed an intricate co-culture
system to model human intestinal inflammation1
in the lab that ultimately led to the discovery of
a novel role for inflammatory T-cell responses in
human fetal intestinal development.2,3
After my PhD, I joined the Autophagy-directed
Immunity group at EXIM. Under the mentorship of
dr. Carla Ribeiro, I am involved in various projects
including the development of novel multi-organ
gut-brain-axis-on-chip technology and devising
immune cell-intestinal co-culture systems to study
how viruses enter the body via the gut. My main
focus is on harnessing host autophagy machinery
to better defend our body against high-burden viral
infections – HIV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 – and chronic
inflammatory disorders including inflammatory
bowel disease (IBD).

HARNESSING AUTOPHAGY TO BOOST
HOST IMMUNITY

Essentially, autophagy is the body’s clean-up
mechanism that removes unnecessary or dysfunctional components through regulated degrada-
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tion. Autophagy processes play a key role in cell
homeostasis, immune cell development, and viral
control. While some viruses are capable of hijacking autophagy machinery to promote infection and
dissemination throughout the body, autophagy
mostly limits viral infections by targeting viruses
for degradation. My mentor – dr. Ribeiro – was
the first to show that autophagy potently suppresses mucosal HIV-1 infection in a specific subset of
human immune cells4. Autophagy processes are
also critical regulators of adaptive T-cell immunity
and are thus an exciting emerging target for HIV-1
therapies.
Our research is aimed at unraveling how we can
harness the body’s natural autophagy machinery
for therapeutic purposes, utilizing autophagyenhancing medications5 and autophagy vesicles
in combination with autophagy imaging across
various human tissues and advanced organoids
systems modeling viral infections and inflammatory diseases.

THE JOEP LANGE & JACQUELINE VAN
TONGEREN YOUNG INVESTIGATOR’S
AWARD

Autophagy is governed by a set of evolutionarily
conserved genes, the autophagy-related genes
(ATG). Mutations in these genes can increase or
decrease basal autophagy levels in the body. For
example, a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
– where only a single DNA nucleotide is altered
– in ATG16L1 reduces autophagy and is a significant risk factor for developing IBD.6 Understanding the impact of these relatively simple mutations on autophagy function and the overall health
of an individual provides a starting point for the
development of novel therapeutic approaches and
personalized medicine. In my research, I am trying
to understand what genetic variation in autophagy
genes can tell us about the role of autophagy in
HIV-1 infection and T-cell immunity.
In collaboration with dr. Neeltje Kootstra, we have
identified an SNP in a canonical autophagy gene
that is associated with improved clinical outcomes
in HIV-1-infected individuals from the Amsterdam
Cohort Studies.7 Using advanced techniques such
as high-parameter flow-cytometry and next-generation RNA-sequencing we have demonstrated

that T helper cells – the main target of HIV-1 –
in individuals carrying the SNP display improved
functionality and antiviral immune signatures due
to enhanced autophagy levels. For this research,
which we are currently submitting for publication, I was awarded the prestigious Joep Lange &
Jacqueline van Tongeren Young Investigator’s
Award at the 2021 Netherlands Conference on
HIV Pathogenesis, Epidemiology, Prevention and
Treatment (NCHIV).

MY ADVICE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF RESEARCHERS

A career in academia is both challenging and
rewarding. I have found that it is 1) important to
not only ‘stick to what you know’ but to follow
your interests and learn from other fields. 2) To
invest time in learning how to translate your ideas
to a wider audience. And lastly, 3) as we scientists
are creating ever-more-complicated-but-fascinating research technologies that you cannot possibly
master all on your own (do try though), that collaboration is the key to scientific success.
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Dear readers,
My name is Gabriëlle Pallada. I am 25 years old
and I live in Buren (Gelderland). I am one of the
Editors-in-Chief of AMSj. I completed my bachelor's degree in Medicine at the University of
Amsterdam in July 2020 and am currently combining my Master’s degree in Medicine with a PhD
at the Department of Neurology at the Amsterdam
UMC location AMC.
My interest in doing scientific research arose while
working as a research assistant for the Healthy
Life in an Urban Setting (HELIUS) study during
my Bachelor’s. The goal of the HELIUS study
is to gain insight into the health of citizens who
live in Amsterdam with health differences. The
results of the HELIUS study can ultimately help
to better tackle health problems and improve medical care. Together with colleagues, I collected
data for this study. However, I found out that I
also wanted to work with this data myself and was
curious about the results and the consequences for
practice. While writing my bachelor thesis at the
Neurology department in Amsterdam UMC location AMC, I noticed again how interesting I found
doing scientific research. So, I thought it would be
great to continue doing scientific research during
my Master’s. This is also the reason why I applied
for a position as an MD/PhD student. Since January 2021, I have been researching tremor in patients with demyelinating polyneuropathy.
During my PhD, I saw the vacancy for the function of Editor-in-Chief AMC at AMSj. I applied
because I wanted to stimulate the conduct and

publication of research among medical students.
It is beautiful to give students a unique learning
experience and help them with the development of
their academic skills in both writing and reviewing
scientific papers. I am glad that I can contribute,
together with my colleagues Elise Beijer and Mees
Hesmerg, to that. As Editors-in-Chief we manage
more than 40 review couples and are responsible
for the content of the magazine. It is very rewarding to publish a magazine every 3 months with all
the motivated review couples. I am very grateful
for all the great collaborations within AMSj.

After four years as a student reviewer, my career
at AMSj comes to an end in this edition. As you’ll
probably understand, I don’t remember how I
got to know AMSj. However, I do remember my
ambition to get some experience in research, during
the few hours left in my busy weeks. I found what
I was looking for in my work for AMSj; I learned
a lot about the reviewing process of an article and
wrote some articles myself. Also, I got to know my
supervisors (Nina Rol and Jurjan Aman) and their
work in the Pulmonology field. They gave me a
proper insight into the world of research and made
me realize I would like to be part of that world
too. The interviews I recently did, gave me the
opportunity to meet two professors and ask them
about their careers as well as their personal advice
to young researchers like myself. It strikes me that
they came so far by following their interests and
working with passion. I can only hope that one
day you and I will be just as inspiring for feature
generations of researchers.

If you have any questions about (publishing by)
AMSj, please feel free to contact me at chief-editor@amsj.nl
Yours sincerely, Gabriëlle Pallada
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The Effect of Constraint-Induced Movement
Therapy on Cortical Changes in Relation to
Hand Function in Children with Unilateral
Spastic Cerebral Palsy: a Literature Review
MArieke i. vAn schie1
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FIGURE 1 CST projection pattern following periventricular white matter lesions demonstrated with TMS and fMRI5

ABSTRACT

I N T R O D U C T I O N In children with unilateral spastic cerebral palsy (USCP) the brain lesion can result in
three types of corticospinal tract (CST) projection patterns carrying motor-related information from the cerebral
cortex to the spinal cord: contralateral, ipsilateral or mixed, which seem to be related to the level of hand function. The most extensively used intervention to improve hand function is constraint-induced movement therapy
(CIMT). Not all children benefit equally from this therapy and the underlying mechanism is still unknown. Therefore, the aim of this literature review is to establish the effect of CIMT on cortical changes in relation to hand
function in children with USCP.
M E T H O D S For this literature review the PubMed- and Embase databases were searched using a combination
of search terms for unilateral spastic cerebral palsy, constraint-induced movement therapy, and multiple neuroimaging methods. The intervention to improve hand function had to be CIMT and cortical change had to be
assessed before and after intervention with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), functional MRI, and/or transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), a non-invasive technique to assess the excitability of the cortex.
R E S U LT S
Following CIMT the grey matter volume increased, the hemispheres contributed more bilateral
and the primary motor cortex (M1) activity increased. In children with contralateral CST projection patterns, M1
excitability of the affected hemisphere increased and in children with ipsilateral projection patterns, M1 excitability of the affected hemisphere decreased. Correlation analyses showed that the persistence of, or shift to, contralateral activity or more balanced contributions from both hemispheres are associated with better hand function.
C O N C L U S I O N CIMT has shown to induce several cortical changes in children with USCP. These cortical
changes seem to be correlated to the hand function and therefore might be the mechanism that CIMT operates
through in children with USCP.

INTRODUCTION

Cerebral palsy (CP) with an overall prevalence of
approximately 2 per 1000 live births, is the most
common motor disability in children1 and can be
described as a group of permanent posture- and
movement disorders caused by injury to the developing brain in utero or early infancy (before 2
years).2 One of the most common types of CP is
unilateral spastic cerebral palsy (USCP), in which
the brain lesion is located in one hemisphere and
accompanied by spasticity3.
After brain injury, the central nervous system is
capable of regeneration and compensatory plasticity.4 In children with USCP, the motor cortex reorganizes depending on the maturational
stage of the brain at the time of the injury and the

severity of the lesion. The brain lesion can result in
three types of corticospinal tract (CST) projection
patterns: contralateral, ipsilateral, or mixed (see
FIGURE 1). The type of CST projection pattern is
related to the level of hand function.6,7,8
The most extensively used intervention to target
hand functioning in children with USCP is constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT). CIMT
is based on the principle of forcing the use of the
paretic hand by intensive repetitive training and
constraining the use of the non-paretic hand. Various studies have shown that CIMT improves upper limb functioning in children with USCP.9,10,11
However, not all children benefit equally from
CIMT.11,12 Factors that might contribute to the
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effectiveness are the CST projection pattern and
the cortical changes following CIMT.7,14
Research into the CST projection pattern, cortical
changes caused by CIMT, and the implications for
hand functioning is needed to optimize treatment
for children with USCP. Therefore, the aim of this
review is to determine the effect of CIMT on cortical changes and how these cortical changes relate
to hand function in children with USCP. Thereby
more insight can be obtained into the mechanism
CIMT operates through and why not all children
with USCP benefit equally from CIMT.

METHODS

For this literature review the PubMed- and Embase
databases were searched using a combination of
search terms for unilateral spastic cerebral palsy,
constraint-induced movement therapy, and multiple neuroimaging methods such as Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), functional MRI
(fMRI), and Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
(TMS). Synonyms, abbreviations, and variants
of these keywords were added to the search (see
APPENDIX, SUPPLEMENT 1).
Relevant articles were selected after reading the
title and/or abstract. After full-text analysis, the
articles were included if the inclusion criteria were
met. Inclusion criteria for eligibility were: 1) participants had to be diagnosed with USCP, 2) intervention to improve hand function was CIMT,
3) the hand function was clinically assessed, 4)
the cortical changes were assessed before and after intervention with MRI, fMRI and/or TMS and
5) articles had to be written in English or Dutch.
Studies were included regardless of their study
design. No statistical analysis was done.

RESULTS

The electronic database search resulted in 9 articles (see APPENDIX, SUPPLEMENT 2). The
study characteristics and outcome measures are
given in TABLE 1. The primary study results are
given in TABLE 2.
Cortical changes following CIMT
The main cortical changes found at rest were a
significant increase in grey matter volume of the
sensorimotor cortex contralateral- and ipsilateral
to the paretic hand, irrespective of CST projection
pattern15 and a significantly more bilateral sensorimotor resting state network with more balanced
contributions from both hemispheres following
CIMT.16 During active movement of the paretic
hand the lesioned hemisphere showed an increased
primary motor cortex (M1)- and somatosensory cortex (S1) activation and enlargement of M1
using fMRI. These cortical changes were independent of the CST projection pattern.17,18,19,20 TMS of
M1 of the lesioned hemisphere resulted in a significant increase in motor evoked potential (MEP)
amplitude in the paretic hand in children with
contralateral CST projection patterns, indicating
increased excitability of M1 in the lesioned hemisphere.18,20,21 In children with ipsilateral CST projection patterns TMS of M1 of the lesioned hemisphere resulted in a significantly decreased MEP
amplitude.20,21 The S1 activity, however, increased
in children with contralateral- and ipsilateral
CST projection patterns as shown by magnetoencephalography (MEG)20,22. The results should be
interpreted with caution as there was large variability in baseline patient characteristics, such as
age and CST projection pattern, but also in CIMT
programs and imaging modalities. This makes it
difficult to directly compare the studies.
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TABLE 2 Main study results

TABLE 1 Study characteristics

STUDY

PRIMARY CORTICAL CHANGES FOLLOWING CIMT

CST PROJECTION PATTERN PARTICIPANTS

Sutcliffe et al.
(2007)22

fMRI: Laterality index from -0.25 to +0.72 meaning a shift of cortical activity from the
ipsilateral to the contralateral hemisphere.
MEG: Increase of contralateral movement field activation (sensory cortex) and ipsilateral
movement filed activation (motor cortex). No P-value given

Ipsilateral

Juenger et al.
(2007)17

fMRI: Increased activation in the primary sensorimotor cortex of the lesioned hemisphere
was seen in 4/10 participants during passive paretic hand movement. No significant
change was seen in four participants and severe movement artefacts in two participants. In
5/10 participants an increased activation was seen during active paretic hand movement.
Two participants showed no increase and severe movement artefacts were seen in three
participants. No P-values were given.

Contralateral and mixed

Walther et al.
(2009)18

TMS: Significant increase in MEP amplitude recorded from the paretic hand (P=.018).
Increased excitability of the lesioned hemisphere.
fMRI: A significant increase in activation of the contralateral primary sensorimotor cortex
and the SMA during active movement of the paretic hand (P<.001). No changes of cortical
activation during passive or passive and active movement.

Contralateral

Sutcliffe et al.
(2009)23

fMRI: Contralateral laterality indices, regardless of the laterality at start of treatment,
indicating a shift to contralateral cortical activity No P-values presented.

Ipsilateral and contralateral

Cope et al.
(2010)19

fMRI: In 6/7 participatns an increase in activation of the contralateral primary motor area
during active paretic hand movement was seen. No P-values presented.

Unknown

Grey matter volume using
MRI.

Sterling et al.
(2013)15

MRI: A significant increase in grey matter volume of the sensorimotor cortex contralateral
to the paretic hand (P=.04) and a trend for increase of grey matter volume of the ipsilateral
sensorimotor cortex (P=.055) and the contralateral hippocampus (P=.1).

Unknown

WMFT

Motor cortex excitability
by MEP evoked using TMS,
motor cortex activation using fMRI and sensory cortex
activation using MEG.

Juenger et al.
(2013)20

Ipsilateral and contralateral

3 weeks of CIMT + OT 4 hrs/day. Non-removable cast during the first week (24 hrs/
day). Removable cast during the second
week for the majority of the time and during
the third week 1 hrs/day.

COPM, QUEST,
JTTHF

Sensorimotor laterality
indices using resting state
fMRI

TMS: Children with ipsilateral CST projections showed a significant decreased excitability of primary motor cortex (P=.036) while children with contralateral CST projections
showed a significant increased excitability of primary motor cortex after CIMT (P=.043).
fMRI: Increased activation of the primary somatosensory cortex of the affected hemisphere in both groups and decreased activation of the contralesional hemisphere in the
ipsilateral group (P<.001).
MEG: Significant increases in S1 activation in both groups (P = .012).

Manning et al.
(2016)16

Resting state fMRI: The sensorimotor resting state network became significantly more
bilateral, with balanced contributions from each hemisphere (P=.03).

Contralateral and mixed

Kuo et al.
(2018)21

Ipsilateral and contralateral

2 weeks of CIMT for 60 hours over 10
weekdays. Casting of the arm for 90% of
the waking hours

AHA, COMP

TMS: MEP and SRC from contralesional M1 to less-affected hand significantly
increased (P=.02) and SICI of contralesional M1 to less-affected hand significantly
decreased (P=.01).

STUDY

PARTICIPANTS

STUDY DESIGN CIMT

OUTCOME
MEASURES HAND
FUNCTION

OUTCOME
MEASURES CORTICAL CHANGES

Sutcliffe et al.
(2007)22

N = 1, age = 8
years

3 weeks of continuous casting of unaffected
arm and weekly 1-h occupational therapy at
home

PMAL, QUEST,
COMP, AHA

Laterality indices using
fMRI and movement field
activation using MEG.

Juenger et al.
(2007)17

N =10, median
age = 14 years

Daily CIMT + individual therapy + group
therapy for 12 days in training camp.
Tailored glove fortified on palmar side and
fingers (10 hrs/day).

WMFT

Brain activation using
fMRI.

Walther et al.
(2009)18

N = 7, median
age = 16 years

Daily CIMT + individual therapy + group
therapy for 12 days in training camp.
Tailored glove fortified on palmar side and
fingers (10 hrs/day).

WMFT, squeezing
pressure

Motor cortex excitability by
MEP using TMS and brain
activation using fMRI.

Sutcliffe et al.
(2009)23

N = 4, aged
between 7 and
14 years

3 weeks of continuous casting of unaffected
arm and weekly 1-h occupational therapy at
home

PML, QUEST, AHA,
grip strengt

Laterality indices using
fMRI.

Cope et al.
(2010)19

N = 10, mean
age = 11.0 years

2 weeks of 2 hours mCIMT therapy and 4
hours individualized treatment on weekdays
for a total of 10 treatment days and 40 hour
therapy.

Melbourne Assessment
of Unilateral Upper
Limb Function

Brain activation by percentage signal change using
fMRI. MFT

Sterling et al.
(2013)15

N = 10, mean
age = 3 years

3 weeks of continuous casting of unaffected
arm and weekly 1-h occupational therapy at
home

PMAL-R

Juenger et al.
(2013)20

N = 16, median
age = 16 years

Daily CIMT + individual therapy + group
therapy for 12 days in training camp.
Tailored glove fortified on palmar side and
fingers (10 hrs/day).

Manning et al.
(2016)16

N = 11,
including 4
comparison
subjects,
mean age = 12
years
N = 45, mean
age = 12 years

Kuo et al.
(2018)21

Motor cortex excitability by
MEP using TMS.

ABBREVIATIONS AHA = Assisting Hand Assessment, COMP = Canadian Occupational Performance Measures, CIMT = Constraint-Induced
Movement Therapy, fMRI = functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Hrs = hours, JTTHF = Jebsen-Taylor Tests of Hand Function, mCIMT =
modified CIMT, MEP = motor evoked potential, MEG = magnetoencephalography, MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging, OT = Occupational therapy, PMAL = Pediatric Motor Activity Log, QUEST = Quality of Upper Extremity Test, PMAL-R = Pediatric Motor Activity Log-Revised, TMS =
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation, WMFT = Wolf Motor Function Test

Relationship cortical changes and hand function
following CIMT
Following CIMT the hand function improved
in almost all children, independent of the CST
projection pattern. In 5 out of the 9 articles,
the correlation between hand function and the
extent of cortical changes was assessed. Correlations analyses showed that a shift, persistence or
increase in contralateral activity correlated with
better hand function (r=0.93, P=.02).23 These results support the statement that activation of the
contralateral somatosensory cortex is associated
with improved hand function after CIMT.19 More

specific neurophysiological correlation analysis
showed that only greater intracortical facilitation in M1 significantly correlated with clinical
improvement (r=-.38, P=.03).21 Cortical changes
measured at rest showed that there was a trend
toward a positive correlation between motor improvement and increase in grey matter volume of
the sensorimotor cortex (r=.63, P=.63).15 Besides,
a significant correlation was found between a more
bilateral resting state network and functional capacity of the paretic hand (r=.82, P=.05).16
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ABBREVIATIONS CIMT = constraint-induced movement therapy, CST = corticospinal tract, fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging, M1
= primary motor cortex, MEP = motor evoked potential, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging, SICI = short-interval intracortical inhibition, SRC =
stimulus recruitment curves, TMS = transcranial magnetic stimulation.

DISCUSSION

This literature review showed that CIMT induces
several cortical changes in children with USCP.
The grey matter volume of the sensorimotor cortex increased, both hemispheres contributed more
equally and M1 activity increased. In children with
contralateral CST projection patterns, M1 excitability of the lesioned hemisphere increased and
in children with ipsilateral projection patterns, the
excitability decreased.
These diverging results between children with
ipsilateral- and contralateral CST projection
patterns could be explained by the different locations of M1 controlling the paretic hand. In children with contralateral CST projection patterns,

there is an interhemispheric imbalance between
the two M1s. The unaffected motor cortex inhibits
the affected motor cortex (see FIGURE 2A). By
constraining the non-paretic hand during CIMT
the activity of M1 in the contralesional hemisphere
could be reduced and by intensive training, the activity of the lesioned hemisphere can be increased.
In this way the interhemispheric imbalance can be
overcome (see FIGURE 2B).24 In children with
contralateral CST projection patterns, this can be
the mechanism CIMT works through. In children
with ipsilateral CST projection patterns, M1’s of
the paretic and non-paretic hands are both located
in the unaffected hemisphere. As the paretic hand
primarily projects to the unaffected hemisphere
this clarifies why there is no increase in M1 excitability of the affected hemisphere.
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FIGURE 2 Possible explanation for different responses
to CIMT for children with contralateral- and ipsilateral
CST projection patterns24.

FIGURE 3 Differences in sensory- and motor cortex
reorganization between contralateral- and ipsilateral
CST projection patterns24.

The decreased excitability in the ipsilateral
CST projection group could be explained by the
interhemispheric dissociation between M1 and S1.
While S1 remains in the lesioned hemisphere, the
motor cortex shifted to the unaffected hemisphere,
as can be seen in FIGURE 3B. Normally there is an
excitatory intra-hemispheric interaction between
S1 and M1 and an inhibitory inter-hemispheric
interaction between S1 and M1. A possible explanation for the decrease in motor cortex excitability
in the ipsilateral group could be the inhibitory interaction between S1 of the lesioned hemisphere and
M1 of the contralesional hemisphere. The increase
in synaptic S1 activity as is seen in both children
with contralateral- and ipsilateral CST projection
patterns could induce decreases in motor cortex

excitability and activation in the ipsilateral group
through inhibitory inter-hemispheric interaction.
From this follows the assumption that CIMT
should not have the same effect in children with
ipsilateral CST projection patterns as it has in children with contralateral CST projection patterns. It
even suggests that in children with ipsilateral CST
projection patterns CIMT could be counterproductive. However, these children showed significant improvements in the quality of paretic hand
movement following CIMT. The large variation in
hand function is probably due to multiple factors
and not only the CST projection pattern. The correlation analyses showed that the persistence of,
or shift to, contralateral activity or more balanced
contributions from both hemispheres are associated with better hand function. These neuroplastic
changes might be the mechanism that CIMT operates through in both children with ipsilateral- and
contralateral CST projection patterns.
The main limitations of the findings of this literature review, in general, are the limited amount of
studies, small sample sizes, and repeated participation of children in different studies. There were
especially limited studies that compared children
with contralateral- and ipsilateral CST projection
patterns. Besides, the large variability in participants, therapy procedures, outcome measures, and
brain imaging methodologies make it difficult to
compare studies. Well-designed experimental
studies, larger sample sizes, and RTCs are needed
to better understand the underlying mechanisms
of CIMT and how it promotes cortical changes in
relation to hand function. This study highlights
that the categorization of children with USCP
according to their lesion characteristics, CST projection pattern, and hand function may help define
the optimization of rehabilitation therapies.
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SUPPLEMENT 2 Flow diagram of study selection

APPENDIX
SUPPLEMENT 1 Search strategy
Pubmed
SEARCH

QUERY

ITEMS FOUND

#1

“Unilateral spastic cerebral palsy”[tiab] OR “unilateral cerebral palsy”[tiab] OR “unilateral spastic CP”[tiab] OR “unilateral CP”[tiab] OR “hemiplegia spastic”[tiab] OR “hemiplegia” OR “hemiplegic spastic
cerebral palsy”[tiab] OR “hemiplegic cerebral palsy”[tiab] OR “hemiplegic CP”[tiab] OR “hemiplegic”
OR “hemiparesis CP”[tiab] OR “hemiparesis”[tiab] OR “US CP”[tiab] OR “congenital hemiparesis”[tiab]
OR “ischemic perinatal stroke”[tiab]

27,964

#2

“Constraint-induced movement therapy”[tiab] OR “constraint induced movement therapy”[tiab] OR
“CIMT”[tiab] OR “mCIMT”[tiab] OR “modified constraint-induced movement therapy”[tiab] OR “modified constraint induced movement therapy”[tiab]

4,440

#3

“MRI”[tiab] OR “magnetic resonance imaging”[tiab] OR “fMRI”[tiab] OR “functional MRI”[tiab] OR
“functional magnetic resonance imaging”[tiab] OR “TMS”[tiab] OR “transcranial magnetic stimulation”[tiab] OR “reorganization”[tiab] OR “MEG”[tiab] OR “Magnetoencephalography”[tiab] OR “EEG”[tiab]
OR “Electroencephalography”[tiab]

590,915

#4

#1 AND #2

345

#5

#1 AND #2 AND #3

56

#6

Filter:
- English or Dutch language (2 excluded)
No filter on study type because articles might be missed.

54

#7

Manually screening articles:
1) Participants were diagnosed with unilateral (spastic) cerebral palsy
2) Interventions to improve hand function was CIMT
3) The hand function was clinically assessed
4) The cortical changes were assessed before and after intervention with MRI, fMRI and/or TMS.

9

Records identified
through database search
(n = 180)

Records after
duplicates removed
(n = 56)

Records excluded with
reasons
(n = 124):
duplicate

Records after applied
filter published in
English or Dutch
(n = 54)

Records excluded
(n = 2):
not published in English
or Dutch

Search date 26-11-2021

Embase
SEARCH

QUERY

ITEMS FOUND

#1

‘Unilateral spastic cerebral palsy’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘unilateral cerebral palsy’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘unilateral spastic CP’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘unilateral CP’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘hemiplegia spastic’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘hemiplegia’:ti,ab,kw
OR ‘hemiplegic spastic cerebral palsy’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘hemiplegic cerebral palsy’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘hemiplegic
CP’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘hemiplegic’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘hemiparesis CP’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘hemiparesis’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘US
CP’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘congenital hemiparesis’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘ischemic perinatal stroke’:ti,ab,kw

34,829

#2

‘Constraint-induced movement therapy’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘constraint induced movement therapy’:ti,ab,kw OR
‘CIMT’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘mCIMT’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘modified constraint-induced movement therapy’:ti,ab,kw OR
‘modified constraint induced movement therapy’:ti,ab,kw

9,081

#3

‘MRI’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘magnetic resonance imaging’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘fMRI’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘functional
MRI’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘functional magnetic resonance imaging’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘TMS’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘transcranial
magnetic stimulation’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘reorganization’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘MEG’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘Magnetoencephalography’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘EEG’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘Electroencephalography’:ti,ab,kw

887,349

#4

#1 AND #2

564

#5

#1 AND #2 AND #3

124

#6

Filter:
- English or Dutch language (2 excluded)
No filter on study type because articles might be missed.

115

#7

Manually screening articles:
1) Participants were diagnosed with unilateral (spastic) cerebral palsy
2) Interventions to improve hand function was CIMT
3) The hand function was clinically assessed
4) The cortical changes were assessed before and after intervention with MRI, fMRI and/or TMS.

9

Title, abstract and/or
full-text assessed for
eligibility (n = 54)

Studies included in the
literature review
(n = 54)

Search date 27-11-2021
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SUBJECT 101 - PHYSIOLOGY

tiMo roskAM1 AnD JolAnDA vAn Der velDen2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc
2. DePArtMent of PhysioloGy, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc

SHIFT IN FOCUS

During the centuries a shift in focus on specific
human body functions can be observed. Whereas in the early 17th century macroscopic research
focused on blood vessels and organ function, years
later the microscope was improved and the focus
shifted to microscopic studies of cells, molecules,
and genes.
One could say, the more we learned about the
human body, the more we zoomed in on smaller
details, and the more we got to understand the
complex mechanisms that a human body is
constantly using in order to function properly.
Compared to anatomy, physiology in medicine is
a relatively young branch of science, however, it
has been a fast-growing branch that made it possible that medical students nowadays are able to
see what previous minds researched to increase our
knowledge.

Physiology is one of the four main subjects taught
in your ﬁrst years of medical training along with
anatomy, histology, and pathology. It is arguably
the most important subject, because “the eye does
not see what the mind does not know”, a derivative
of the quote by D.H. Lawrence.1 So how did one
come to see without knowing? What are the roots of
physiology we nowadays know?

through measuring what went into the body and
what came out of the body: food and drinks versus feces and urine as well as body temperature.
Similar to the ideas of René Descartes who taught
the world that the human body could be explained
through mechanics.8

THE REBIRTH OF PHYSIOLOGY

After the initial golden age until 1750 a period of
consolidation followed. This seems to be the result
of the rise in philosophical idealism in Germany7;
an experiment-based approach was not perceived
as true science. However, around 1840 doctors
from the Netherlands and Germany proposed that
medicine was a science, and science should be part
of the medical curriculum. They demanded better
understanding of functional processes.7 One of
these demanders was Cornelis Pekelharing who
was well-known for his inaugural lecture: “the importance of physiology in the medical education”.7
During the 19th and 20th centuries nearly every
decade a new professor of physiology took office,
and physiology departments were established
and in 1901 the first Nobel prize for physiology
or medicine was awarded.
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THE START

The word has its roots in ancient Greece describing a philosophical inquiry into the nature of things
around 600 BCE.2 The use of the word in medical discipline goes back to Hippocrates around
420 BCE.3 However, the definition of the word
with specific reference to vital activities of healthy
humans began in the 16th century with the publication in 1628 of Harvey’s Exercitatio Anatomica
de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis in Animalibus2. William Harvey was the first to recognize the full
circulation of the blood in the human body and
to provide experiments and arguments to support
this idea.4 In addition, this publication also marks
the start of the golden age of phsyiology.5 Until
then anatomy had dominated the medical field
of science6, whereas from then onwards a more
experimental way to comprehend the function of
the different tissues in the human body became
more accepted and several researchers became
interested. Famous examples are Leonardo da
Vinci, Reinier de Graaf, Jan Swammerdam and
Antoni van Leeuwenhoek.7 During this period,
science and philosophy went hand in hand and the
iatrophysics was born; a 17th-century theory and
practice of medicine that interpreted the human
body as a machine and tried to understand humans
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GUIDELINE UPDATE

CHANGING PERSPECTIVES

A promising clinical decision rule for febrile
neutropenia in children with cancer

Management of heart failure: recent
recommendation updates
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FIGURE 1 Decision tree to predict the risk of severe infection in children with febrile neutropenia

Febrile neutropenia (FN) in children with cancer
has high morbidity rates, is a risk factor for severe
infections, and is a major cause of hospitalization.1 Recently, a new clinical decision rule (DISCERN-FN CDR) was validated and is now further evaluated via impact analysis. The MASCC
score is frequently used to estimate infection risk
for adults with febrile neutropenia and is used to
guide the decision whether or not an adult patient
with febrile neutropenia should be treated with
antibiotics on an inpatient or outpatient basis. This
score consists of several items including the type
of cancer, presence of dehydration, hypotension,
COPD, age above 60, and severity of symptoms
as determined by the physician. However, for children, such a score has not yet been established. In
the past several unsuccessful attempts had been
made to classify children with FN who were at risk
for severe infections. However, these resulted in
low reproducibility and poor performance. These
CDRs are therefore not used in clinical practice.
Two prospective studies were performed: one derivation study (including 539 FN episodes) and one
external validation study (including 1806 FN episodes).2 Both studies included data from the first
48 hours after admission so that microbial cultures
were also included. Data sets demonstrated excellent performance in both the derivation study and
the validation study, (sensitivity of 98% resp. 95%,

specificity of 56% resp. 38%, and a negative likelihood ratio of 0.04 resp. 0.13). Several differences
may explain the good performance of this CDR
compared to others. Previous CDRs took only 24
hours instead of 48 and did not make any distinction between the type of chemotherapy or cancer.3
In this CDR (FIGURE 1), children with a low risk
of severe infection can safely be discharged within
24 hours in case of solid tumors or within 48 hours
in case of hematological malignancies. The variables include age, high-risk chemotherapy, cancer
type, CRP, procalcitonin, leukocyte-, and thrombocyte count.3 An impact analysis is underway and
can hopefully confirm that this CDR is indeed safe
and practical, but it seems it can improve clinical
practice by accurately classifying children with FN
who are at risk for severe infection.
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In 2022, the clinical practice guidelines (CPGs)
for the management of heart failure (HF) were
updated by the American College of Cardiology
Foundation (ACCF)/American Heart Association
(AHA) and the Heart Failure Society of America
(HFSA). Since the last CPG of HF by the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) was published in
2021, the field has progressed rapidly with much
new evidence. In 137 pages, the 2022 guideline
includes patient-centric recommendations for clinicians to prevent, diagnose, and manage patients
with HF.1 We will discuss some important changes
in the newly published guideline.

For hydralazine-isosorbide, the ACCF/AHA/
HFSA gives a 1A recommendation for self-identified Black patients. Whereas on the other hand, a
class A2 recommendation is given by the ESC due
to, according to the ESC, a lack of clear evidence
to suggest the use of this combination therapy in
all patients with HFrEF.

Recommendations are based on the class of recommendation (COR) and level of evidence (LEO).
The COR indicates the strength of recommendation, based on the estimated degree and certainty
of benefit in proportion to risk. The LOE grades
the quality of scientific evidence supporting the intervention based on the type, quantity, and consistency of data from clinical trials and other sources.1 In the approach to standard therapy, the two
guidelines differ slightly.

Another major change that has been taken into
consideration in these guidelines, is the aspect of
primary prevention of implantable-cardioverter
defibrillators (ICD). In the 2021 ESC guidelines,
a 1A recommendation is given for ICD in patients
with an ischemic HF pathogenesis. However, a
downgrade of this recommendation has taken
place to a 2A for patients with nonischemic HF
pathogenesis. The ACC/AHA/HFSA affirms a 1A
recommendation for primary prevention of ICD
regardless of HF pathogenesis (2).

Both guidelines firmly acknowledge that quadruple therapy with angiotensin receptor neprilysin
inhibitors (ARNIs), evidence-based β-blockers,
mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists, and sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors forms the
new standard foundation for medical treatment for
HF with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF).
On the other hand, the ACCF/AHA/
HFSA guidelines firmly establish that the ARNI
should be the preferred renin-angiotensin modulator, given it a class 1A recommendation, and
that, when the use of ARNI is not viable, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin
receptor blockers may be used. A 1B recommendation is given to ARNI by the ESC guidelines.

In addition, in this new guideline, the ACC/AHA/
HFSA also favors the use of ARNIs, mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists, and sodium-glucose
cotransporter-2 inhibitors for the treatment of heart
failure with preserved ejection fraction.

These are only a few examples of the interesting
topics covered in the guideline. Has this rubric
piqued your interest? Then definitely take a look at
the complete 2022 ACCF/AHA/HFSA guidelines.
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Becoming a doctor-doctor

My advice would be: don’t hold back and be
resilient.

As a fourth-year medical intern, I am now reaching
the point where I eventually must decide what I
want to be.
First, I started my bachelor’s degree in Medicine
back in 2017 and graduated during the pandemic
from the Vrije Universiteit in 2020. My interest
in hematology began when I started working at
the department of hematology as a data manager
in 2018. I collected data from medical records of
patients who underwent autologous and/or allogeneic stem cell transplantation. Once a year, I
analyzed the survival of these patients and made a
report to present at the annual internal meeting of
both hematology departments (location VUmc &
AMC). Without realizing it, I started to pursue a
career in academia in 2019, when I wrote my bachelor's thesis (a systematic review and meta-analysis) about haploidentical stem cell transplantation
in patients with sickle cell disease.1 Right after
my graduation, I did my scientific internship in
Hematology, where I compared the administration
of high-dose chemotherapy treatment followed by
autologous transplantation in patients with multiple myeloma.2

The second part of my study (internships) was
postponed for 16 months due to the pandemic,
and I was uncertain about how to commit my time
meaningfully. After talking about this matter with
my current PhD supervisor, I started my MD/PhD
track. My research project focuses on the optimal
conditioning regimen in hematopoietic stem cell
transplantations. During this period, I worked on
my projects, collected data, and wrote several
abstracts. I had the opportunity to present my study
results to fellow PhD candidates, the departments,
and at international conferences. I went to one of
the leading hematology conferences in Atlanta and
presented my systematic review to a great audience. Currently, I am doing my clinical rotations
and I am working on my PhD on the side.
Why would you consider an MD/PhD program?
It’s a unique opportunity to blend taking care of
patients and continuing to make medicine better.
As a physician-scientist in training, you develop
your critical thinking skills and understanding of
topics regarding research (e.g., experimental design, statistics, etc.). If you consider applying to
this program, it is important to make sure that research experience is something you really want.
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Furthermore, I would like to emphasize a decent
work-life balance, this is especially concerning,
reflecting on the turbulent nature of doing research.
With the long hours, the pressure of deadlines, and
struggles with work-life balance, the life of a PhD
candidate can be challenging. It’s essential to talk
about your challenges of the day with friends and
family, but also with others who have similar experiences in this community. Find things outside
of medicine/research that bring you happiness. All
things considered, I can’t think of anything else
that would be this challenging and rewarding.
Finally, I think I am confident that this path was
best for me and will prepare me for whichever
direction my career takes me. I am curious to find
out where the next stage of my journey will be.
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“Het leverlab” literally translates to “liver laboratory
value tests” and is a term coined for a standard panel of laboratory tests used in medicine to evaluate
the condition of the liver. It consists of alanineaminotransferase (ALAT), aspartaataminotransferase
(ASAT), alkaline phosphatase (AF), gammaglutamyltransferase (γGT), bilirubin, (lactatedehydrogenase (LD), creatinkinase (CK), albumin and the
prothrombin time (PT) expressed in the international normalized ratio (INR).1 But the funny thing
is that “leverlab” is actually an incorrect term! Why
you ask? Keep reading to ﬁnd out!

PHYSIOLOGY

The liver is responsible for multiple functions in
the homeostasis of the body; metabolizing medicine, detoxifying the blood from toxins, lactic acid,
and ammonia as well as the synthesis of glucose
(and storage), amino acids, bile, and coagulation
factors2,3. The livers’ functional tissue consists of
segments that are divided into lobules. These “lobuli hepatis” are little units that process the incoming blood. Branches derived from the vena portae,
arteria hepatis, and bile ducts, surround the tiny
units (FIGURE 1).2 The article will not discuss

further physiology or anatomic abnormalities such
as tumors or metastases, in which imaging is also
necessary.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Injured hepatocytes show an amazing ability to reverse the damage, they can however still perish.
There are many different liver diseases with many
etiologies. Below we will discuss some examples.
Liver function failure is when the liver is too damaged to retain its functions of detoxifying blood or
synthesizing important compounds such as coagulation factors. Liver failure can present acutely
or chronically. Acute liver failure manifests with
jaundice/icterus, vomiting, and fatigue, followed
by the onset of life-threatening encephalopathy, coagulation defects, portal hypertension, and ascites.3
Usually caused by acute or acute-on-chronic hepatitis. Hepatitis, caused by viral pathogens or auto-immune disease, often presents as described
above. Viral hepatitis is divided into types A, to E.
Hepatitis A and E are self-limiting. B, C, and D can
persist and turn into cirrhosis or chronic liver damage which in turn becomes chronic liver failure.
ALAT/ASAT are usually determined and when elevated, viral serology can be performed.

LIVER FUNCTION

LIVER DAMAGE

PT/INR (coagulation)

ASAT

Bilirubine

ALAT

Albumine

AF

Bile salts

γGT

Glucose

LD

Ammonia

Ferritine

we tend to look more at INR or PT, bilirubin, and
albumin, which the liver cannot produce anymore
when its function is endangered. An overview is
shown in TABLE 1.

LIVER SPECIFICITY AND LIMITATIONS

Lactate
TABLE 1 liver function versus liver damage

Another well-known cause of chronic liver damage is alcohol which histologically manifests as
steatosis, steatohepatitis, and cirrhosis. Symptoms
may vary; malaise, weight loss, nausea, upper abdominal pain, and hepatomegaly. Elevation of bilirubin, AF, ASAT, and ALAT is seen. Some authors
mention that ASAT is typically more elevated in
alcoholic liver disease than ALAT, however, there
is no consistency in the literature.
In non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), histological change is similar to patients with alcoholic
fatty liver disease. NASH is commonly associated
with DM type 2, dyslipidemia, obesity, and hypertension. Patients are usually asymptomatic but can
have elevated serum transaminases3.
Liver damage can also be caused by cholestasis
which is the obstruction of bile. Due to the obstruction of bile cirrhosis can develop, which is
often caused by bile stones, pancreas carcinoma,
or drug-induced. AF and γGT rise in the case of
cholestasis.
When a patient with suspected liver disease is presented, first must be determined if there are any
signs of loss of liver function, usually determined
through laboratory tests. After determining liver
function, the search for a diagnosis begins.
When choosing laboratory values you need to remember that liver damage and liver failure are two
different things and correspond to different laboratory values. In a clinical setting, it can be difficult
to separate the two. In liver damage, ALAT, ASAT,
AF, and γGT are primarily determined. These enzymes and compounds are derived from the falling
apart of hepatocytes. When looking at liver failure,

As mentioned earlier, “leverlab” is used incorrectly.
ASAT (< 30-35 U/l) is an enzyme that is not only
prevalent in the liver but in cardiac- and skeletal
muscle as well, whereas ALAT (<35-45 U/l) is derived from the liver and to a lesser extent cardiacand skeletal cells. Both are not totally specific for
liver damage. AF (40-120 U/l) is derived from the
liver but also from the skeleton and placentas, just
as γGT (<40-55 U/l) is common in the kidneys as
well as the liver.
Caution must be taken in the interpretation of the
lab values as they are not 100% specific to the liver
and the elevated levels may originate from other
causes. Another limitation lies in the determination
of enzymatic activity due to different referential
values of different laboratories2.

IN CONCLUSION…

The liver is a grand organ with many wonderful
functions as well as diseases. Liver disease can be
self-limiting or progress into cirrhosis and even
liver failure. Many different laboratory tests are
evaluated for liver disease, and one must take into
consideration the difference between liver damage
and liver failure. Caution must also be taken as AF/
bilirubin/LD/lactate/glucose/ALAT/ASAT etc are
not 100% specific as they also come from other
tissues.
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FIGURE 1 Hepatic lobules, hepatocytes, and sinusoid2
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In Amsterdam UMC, location VUmc, I met with
Ramon Kinneging to learn more about how the central kitchen operates and how food plays a role in
healthcare.

What does a typical day in the kitchen look like?
In the Amsterdam UMC, patients receive three
meals and three refreshments a day. Breakfast,
lunch, and evening refreshments are mostly made
in the ward kitchens; the central kitchen prepares
all other food. The first chefs start at 6 am to work
on breakfast components that need to be fresh.
The rest of the day mainly focuses on preparing
dinner, along with the cold refreshments in the
morning and the warm refreshments for the afternoon. Each day, there are two menu options
patients can choose from, however, many alterations are possible. Some patients may be allergic
to certain ingredients, while others are on a low
sodium diet or are only able to eat certain consistencies. This creates a logistical challenge, especially since the kitchen is under major reconstruction, which means that there are fewer ovens and
kettles available. At the end of the afternoon, all
dinner components are gathered at a conveyor belt.
Everyone works together to ladle out each personalized dish. There are 240 patients hospitalized at
the moment, but we still manage to send everything up within the hour. We do this every day, all
year round.
What made you decide to work in the hospital?
I now work here for seven years, but before I
worked in the catering industry for ten years,
which I very much enjoyed. The physical strain
and the long days caused me to reconsider the future. I knew one of the chefs here and he invited

‘‘A well-thought-out diet
plays an important role in
recovery’’
Ramon Kinneging, diet chef

me to come and look around. As a regular chef,
you cannot simply start working in a hospital
kitchen, since you need to know what food is or is
not suitable for many different patients. I luckily
was able to complete the additional training whilst
working here, so now I am a diet chef.

‘‘As a regular chef, you
cannot simply start working
in a hospital kitchen’’
What do you like about your job here?
In the hospital, chefs cannot cook everything they
want. Some might say this makes the job less cre-
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What message would you like to pass along to our
readers?
Try to understand patients who have an altered
sense of taste or loss of appetite. It can be difficult
to see how much impact this has. However, once
you have identified what is happening, we might
be able to prepare something that the patient will
appreciate and is beneficial to their recovery. For
example, patients who underwent chemotherapy and have an altered sense of taste can benefit
from eating unconventional flavor combinations. I
also have a special chilled applesauce recipe for
patients with severe throat complaints. There is always something we can try to make eating more
enjoyable for patients.

ABROAD?

intervieweD by iris bos1
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine, AMsterDAM UMc, locAtion vUMc

ative, however, I enjoy the challenges that being a
diet chef brings. How can I create a tasteful meal
for a patient who needs extra protein and calories,
yet is unable to eat solid food? How do you stimulate intake in a patient who lost their sense of taste?
A well-thought-out diet plays an important role in
recovery. Therefore, we actively think about strategies to improve our current course of action. For
example, patients now decide in the morning what
they would like for dinner. However, the condition
and appetite of the patient may change during the
day. After chemotherapy, a patient may not be hungry anymore, whilst other patients do not feel able
to eat in the morning, yet recover enough during
the day to appreciate a meal in the evening. A new
digital system enables faster communication between the patient wards and the kitchen, which
increases the likelihood that the patient eats better
and decreases the amount of leftover food.

YOUR RESEARCH

In Amsterdam UMC, I ran into… Ramon
Kinneging, diet chef

DID YOU DO
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When you finished your study, how did you find
out what you wanted to do?
Together with a friend of mine, we decided to do
our research internship in San Diego. We found
a laboratory at the University of California, San
Diego, specializing in muscle metabolism. This
happened to be a well-known lab, praised for its
high-quality research. Although I was a somewhat
under-motivated student, I enjoyed this internship
so much that I wanted to do a PhD after I graduated.
When I applied at the Radboud UMC, they were
impressed by my experience at the San Diego
lab and I was accepted. It was a true example of
serendipity really.
Prof. Dr. Coen Ottenheijm

Can you give us an introduction to your résumé
and the topics of your research?
I’m not a physician, although I tried to get into
Medicines twice. I studied Human Movement
Sciences at the VU and did my PhD at the
Radboud UMC in Nijmegen. My PhD interested
me so much, that I decided to do a postdoc in the
United States. I learned how muscles work and
which proteins are relevant for sufficient strength.
When I came back, I started at the department
of Physiology at VUmc. I’m now investigating
diaphragm dysfunction in ventilated ICU patients.
Together with dr. Heunks (ICU department),
we collect diaphragm biopsies and try to find a
correlation between laboratory findings and clinical presentation. Next to that, I study congenital
muscle diseases caused by mutations in sarcomere
proteins, such as myosin, actin, and nebulin. These
studies are the key focus of my research group
at VUmc and my second research group at the
University of Arizona in the US. Well, that is what
keeps me busy.

“It was a true example of
serendipity really”
You worked together with research groups in the
United States and are now an associate professor
at the University of Arizona, where you have your
own lab. Are there a lot of differences between the
US and the Netherlands?
Here, you work together with the research group
of a clinical department. In the US, I have my own
lab, with my own name, where I have authority. It
makes you visible to the outside world, but it makes
it harder to work together with other parties. What
is easier is that there are more funds available.
In the Netherlands, you have to do several requests
for funding, each time with a new proposal, which
makes young inexperienced researchers dependent
on supervisors who have a wide network.
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Which publications are you most proud of?
Recently we got our Covid study published in
JAMA.1 Within three months, we captured data on
diaphragm function in Covid patients, under difficult circumstances. The work was highlighted on
national TV, in newspapers, and on the radio, so
that was very satisfying. It was a nice time, working
late with our team, ordering pizza, to make sure we
acted as quickly as possible. It was a pity though
that our request for funding was denied, so we had
to stop after this publication.

you, and whose network you can tap into. I found
that with him and we still have a lot of contact.
Together we have about 35 publications now. And
it all started with one email.

“It is peculiar that sometimes
a rather random choice has
many implications”
What would you advise young researchers?
If you want to do PhD, really look into the research
group you aim to work in. You have to find a group
with expertise, infrastructure, and a reputation in
the field, who can give you proper support. So,
investigate the number of publications, the quality
of journals, and look into researchers who recently
finished their PhD. The exact topic is perhaps less
important, as long as you have an interest in the
field and you have a supporting research group.
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When you look back at your career, what were the
best choices you made?
It is peculiar, maybe you can identify, that sometimes a rather random choice has many implications. In my case, a few moments did shape my
whole career. During my PhD, I sent an email to a
researcher in the US about some data I could not
explain. He responded enthusiastically and wanted
to help me, so we analyzed it together. He turned
out to be a hotshot in the field of neuromuscular
disease, and I did my postdoc in his research group.
As a young researcher, you need someone to guide
September 2022 | AMSj Vol. 28
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ABSTRACT

I N T R O D U C T I O N Autologous Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation (AHSCT) is a therapy used to
treat aggressive forms of Multiple Sclerosis (MS). Its therapeutic effect is already well determined in Relapse and
Remitting MS but there is still little consensus about its therapeutic effect in Secondary Progressive MS (SPMS).
M E T H O D S To systematically review studies investigating the efficacy of AHSCT in SPMS, a literature
search was performed in the PubMed database. Studies were assessed on eligibility and feasibility.
R E S U LT S Ten relevant studies were selected and consisted of five observational studies and five clinical trials
with sample sizes ranging from 9 to 228. Effects in Progression Free Survival of AHSCT in SPMS-patients varied
from 20% to 95%.
C O N C L U S I O N AHSCT has shown promising results in SPMS. However, further research is needed to
validate AHSCT’s efficacy in SPMS.

TABLE 1 PubMed search strategy
SEARCH

QUERY

ITEMS FOUND

#1

multiple sclerosis, chronic progressive [mesh]

2,330

#2

secondary progressive multiple sclerosis [tiab]

809

#3

hematopoietic stem cell transplantation [tiab]

21,649

#4

HSCT [tiab]

14,282

#5

AHSCT [tiab]

510

#6

Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation [mesh]

51,418

#7

SPMS [tiab]

1,946

#8

secondary progressive MS [tiab]

1,234

#9

autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation [tiab]

1,579

#10

(#1 OR #2 OR #7 OR #8) AND (#4 OR #3 OR #5 OR #6 OR #9)

59

implemented as a viable therapeutic strategy and
forms the foundation of this review’s aim. SPMS
lies outside the so-called ‘window of opportunity’
of current day DMT’s and is therefore in much
need of an alternative treatment option. This literature review aims to assess the efficacy of AHSCT
in SPMS and discusses what these results mean in
the context of their studies.

METHODS

INTRODUCTION

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a disease of the central
nervous system (CNS) wherein the body’s immune
system attacks its oligodendrocytes. This phenomenon causes demyelination of the CNS which
presents itself as lesions on Magnetic Resonance
Imaging or autopsy.1 These lesions can cause a
wide variety of symptoms beginning mostly with
problems in motor and sensory functioning and
later stages also cognitive decline.
MS is categorized in three forms: Relapse Remitting MS (RRMS), Secondary Progressive MS
(SPMS), and Primary Progressive MS (PPMS).
MS has a worldwide prevalence of around 35.9 per
100.000 population with RRMS being the most
common form of MS making up roughly 80% of
all cases.2 Over 38% of these RRMS-patients will
convert to SPMS in their lifetime.3
Many new treatments for MS have been developed over the last decade. However, a significant
group of patients is still unresponsive to these ‘disease-modifying therapies’ (DMTs) and therefore
continue to show progression in disability.4,5,6

Additionally, MS-patients are also bound to strenuous hospital visits and must commit to a lifetime
of medication use which makes DMT’s patient unfriendly and expensive. Moreover, the long period
of time a patient spends immunodeficient, therefore resulting in a relatively lower quality of life
(QoL).
Autologous Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation (AHSCT) is a therapy commonly used for
hematologic malignancies, aiming to replace the
patient's bone marrow with their own stem cells.
AHSCT has already been used successfully on patients with aggressive (relapsing) forms of MS,7
with a progression-free survival rate (PFS) above
90%.8,9 The host must be prepared via a conditioning regimen before receiving a transplant of one’s
stem cells. This conditioning regimen is a form of
chemotherapy that eradicates the host’s bone marrow, to prepare it for its transplant and can vary in
intensity.4
There is still little consensus on the efficacy of AHSCT in patients with SPMS. Therefore, it is not yet
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Inclusion and Exclusion criteria related to the
study question
The population of interest in this review is patients
with SPMS and relevant outcome measures would
be PFS, or an outcome measured in the Expanded
Disability Status Scale (EDSS), as these are standardized and commonly used outcome measures in
MS. An improvement or stabilization in EDSS can
also be interpreted as PFS.
Inclusion criteria were: (1) studies that included
patients with SPMS; (2) studies that contained
AHSCT as treatment intervention; (3) studies that
contained outcome measures in progression-free
survival (PFS) or EDSS; (4) studies that had stratified relevant outcome measures for SPMS-patients, as these criteria would suit the research
question best. Studies were excluded from the
results if they were: (4) Single-case reports (5)
meta-analyses and (6) systematic reviews as single-case reports have a generally low level of evidence and meta-analyses/systematic reviews are
not a primary source.

Literature search & study selection
For this literature review, a digital search strategy was used to seek relevant publications in the
PubMed database. The full search strategy and
used keywords are provided in TABLE 1.
The initial search was performed in October 2021
and retrieved 59 articles from the PubMed database and three articles obtained via meta-analyses and systematic reviews. After scanning all
abstracts twenty articles were selected on relevance
and assessed further on eligibility and feasibility.
The 42 articles that were not selected during the
screening procedure were excluded because of the
following reasons: single-case reports, systematic
reviews, meta-analyses, no stratified results for
SPMS, and no relevant outcome measures.
After secondary in-depth assessment ten articles
made it to the final analysis and another ten were
excluded due to different outcome measures, no
stratified results for SPMS, and a sample lower
than five. A schematic flow diagram of the selection procedure can be found in FIGURE 1.
From the ten selected articles, outcome measures
such as PFS and EDSS will be used in the analysis.
PFS already compares to baseline disability status
which is the comparison we use in this review.
An increase in EDSS expresses a progression of
disability, therefore a stabilization or decrease in
EDSS can be translated to PFS.
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TABLE 2 Summary of relevant study characteristics

FIGURE 2 PFS (%) related to follow-up time (in years)
for all included studies.

AUTHOR (CITE)

STUDY POPULATION(S) AND
CHARACTERISTICS

METHOD

MAIN RELEVANT
RESULTS

Mariottini et al.12

26 SPMS-patients
Moderate-severe disability
Mean EDSS at baseline (6)
Female (73%)

Open-label monocentric retrospective
study with SPMS-patients treated with
BEAM-AHSCT (intermediate) from 1999
to 2016

PFS of 42% at 5 years and
30% at 10 years

Ruiz-Arguëlles et al. 11

617 MS-patients, 228 with SPMS (37%)
Median age (46 y)
Baseline EDSS (5.5)
Female (65%

Single center clinical trial of 617 MS-patients treated with AHSCT with cyclophosphamide and rituximab (intermediate)

PFS in SPMS group was
73% at 12 months (1
year).

Casanova et al.10

31 MS-patients, 9 with SPMS
Median age (37,5)
Mean baseline EDSS (6)
Female (70%)

Prospective comparative study with MS-patients that received AHSCT with BCNU,
Etoposide, Ara-C, Melphalan IV, plus Rabbit Thymoglobulin (intermediate)

PFS in SPMS after 36
months was 30% and
dropped further to 20% at
108 months (9 years).

Muraro et al.13

281 MS-patients, 186 with SPMS (66%)
Median EDSS (6.5)
Female (58,4%)

Multicenter (25 centers) observational retrospective cohort study from 1995 to 2006
of MS-patients treated with high-intensity conditioning regimens before AHSCT
(high)

PFS in SPMS group was
33% at 5 years

Shevchenko et al.14

99 MS-patients
Long-term analysis: 64 MS-patients, 35
with SPMS,
Median EDSS (6.5)
Female (60%)

Prospective single-center study with HDIT
+ AHSCT with reduced BEAM intensity
(intermediate)

12 SPMS patients
improved by 0.5 EDSS
or higher, 7 were stable.
PFS= 12+7=19 (54%) after 62 months (5.2 years)

Bowen et al.16

26 MS-patients, 17 with SPMS (46,2%)
Median EDSS (7.0)
Female (61%)

Clinical trial investigating long term results
of HDIT + AHSCT in MS-patients (high)

PFS in SPMS was 48% at
72 months (6 years)

Mancardi et al.15

74 MS-patients, 41 with SPMS
Mean age (35,7)
Median EDSS (6.5)

Multicenter retrospective cohort study of
MS-patients treated with BEAM-AHSCT
(intermediate)

PFS in SPMS was 63% at
5 years.

Xu et al.17

36 SPMS-patients
Mean EDSS (6.58)
Female (75%)

Clinical trial using modified BEAM
AHSCT (intermediate)

PFS in SPMS was 83.3%
at 91 months (7.6 years)

Krasulová et al.18

26 MS-patients, 17 with SPMS; Median
age (35)
Median EDSS (6.5)
Female (60%)

Case report of 26 MS-patients treated with
HDIT + AHSCT from 1998 to 2008 (intermediate)

PFS in SPMS was 60%
after 3 years

Fassas et al.4

24 MS-patients, 13 with SPMS
Median EDSS (6)
Female (50%)

Clinical trial with chronic progressive
MS-patients treated with BEAM AHSCT
(intermediate)

PFS in SPMS was 92% at
3 years

FIGURE 1 Systematic flow diagram of study selection

RESULTS

After an in-depth review of the articles, 10 studies
were included for analysis and are displayed and
summarized in TABLE 2.
Summary of study characteristics and main ﬁndings
All included studies (10) contained SPMSpatients, a form of AHSCT, and an outcome of
PFS or EDSS. Studies ranged from the year 2000
to 2021 with most studies being from 2010 and onwards (90%). SPMS samples in the studies varied
from nine patients10 up to 228 patients11. The ten
study designs consisted of six observational studies and four clinical trials.
The sample characteristics of the ten included studies contained a baseline EDSS that varied from 3.5
to 7, a percentage of women varying from 50% to
75%, and a median age that varied from 35 to 46
years (not all studies provided these descriptive
data).
The main results expressed in PFS rates were 42%
at 5 years; 12 73% at 1 year; 11 30% at 3 years; 10
33% at 5 years; 13 54% at 5.2 years; 14 62% at 5
years; 15 48% at 6 years; 16 83,3% at 7.6 years;
17 60% at 3 years; 18 92% at 3 years.4 The results
in PFS related to follow-up time are expressed in
FIGURE 2.

Most studies (80%) used a conditioning regimen
of the intermediate intensive form (e.g., BEAM)
to prepare the patients for their stem cell transplant
(AHSCT). Two studies13,16 used a high-intensive
form of the conditioning regimen.

DISCUSSION

Summary and interpretation of ﬁndings
The study of Ruiz-Arguëlles et al.11 stood out due to
its large sample and effect sizes but had a relatively
short follow-up time of one year. Also was the
EDSS at follow-up estimated by the participants
themselves which leaves a risk of bias. Lastly, the
authors reported no conflict of interest although
this study was conducted in a clinic that makes its
profits from conducting AHSCT in MS-patients.
had relatively high effect sizes
Three studies
with PFS-rates of 63% and higher while having
follow-up periods of three years and longer. Fassas
et al.4 and Xu et al.17 had the smallest sample sizes
of the three but were clinical trials which improve
their level of evidence compared to the retrospective cohort study of Mancardi et al.15
4,15,17

The studies of Krasulová et al.18 and Shevchenko
et al.14 had moderately positive outcomes within
their SPMS-groups (n= 17-35). These studies obtained a PFS of 60 % and 54% after follow-ups of
3 to 5 years respectively. However, Krasulová et
al.18 its study design is a case report, which scores
poorly in the hierarchy of evidence.
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ABBREVIATIONS. BEAM= BiCNU, Etoposide, Cytarabine & Melphalan, EDSS= Expanded Disability Status Scale, HDIT= High-Dose Immuno-suppressive Therapy, PFS= Progression Free Survival (%), BCNU= bischloro-ethyl-nitrosourea

Mariottini et al.12, Muraro et al.13, and Bowen et
al.16 showed relatively low effect sizes with PFSrates of 48% and lower. Their follow-up periods
were five years and longer with sample sizes ranging from 17 to 186 SPMS patients. This could be
seen as a relatively strong negative outcome due to
its low effect size, long follow-up, and high sample
size.
A negative effect was also observed in Casanova et
al.10 which had a PFS of 20% after 9 years but had
a sample size of 9 SPMS-patients which is quite
low.

Interestingly, the older studies have a generally
higher effect size despite modern advancements
in AHSCT-procedures. Also, it is noticeable that
older studies consisted of more clinical trials than
younger studies.
Study limitations
There are limitations to be noted regarding this
systematic review. First, this review was only conducted in the PubMed database which may pose
a risk of selection bias. Secondly, a lot of studies did not investigate the efficacy of AHSCT in
SPMS-patients alone, so a lot of data had to be
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obtained from posthoc analyses. This may have
caused the exclusion of studies that did not mention ‘SPMS’ in their title or abstract. Third, not all
studies used the same procedure of AHSCT, varying mostly in the intensity of conditioning regimens used. Lastly, this study compares PFS rates
found in the original articles, however not all articles have the same follow-up time which makes
comparison sometimes challenging.
Although AHSCT has shown promising effects
in treating SPMS, its true effect on the disability
progression in SPMS remains unknown. Previous
studies investigating the efficacy of AHSCT in
SPMS had wide-ranging effect sizes due to differences in procedures, sample size and characteristics, and follow-up time. This outcome stresses the
need for a large randomized controlled trial to form
a unified conclusion regarding AHSCT and its efficacy in SPMS. AHSCT, if proven to be effective
enough, has the potential to greatly enhance the
quality of life of SPMS patients as it does already
for a significant group of RRMS patients.
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Scabies in general practice:
diagnostic characteristics
yAssMinA DerrAZe1 AnD PAUl h.h hoUben2
1. fAcUlty of MeDicine vriJe Universiteit, AMsterDAM UMc
2. MD, PhD, DePArtMent of GenerAl PrActice, AMsterDAM UMc

FIGURE 1 Burrows made by scabies mite

FIGURE 2 Delta sign as seen on a dermatoscopy

While many infectious diseases have decreased
due to the corona measures, scabies is alarmedly
increasing. The Netherlands is experiencing one
of the largest and longest outbreaks of scabies in
years. For every 100,000 inhabitants, general practitioners now make the diagnosis fifteen to twenty
times a week, according to figures from Nivel, a
Dutch health think tank.1 Student houses are a fivestar hotel for the scabies mite in this regard. While
the increase is concerning, diagnosing patients
with scabies can be challenging as the customary
appearance and distribution of rashes and burrows
are not always present.
Scabies is an infectious skin disease
caused by the mite Sarcoptes scabiei var. hominis.
Risk factors for contamination include decreased
personal hygiene, reduced nutritional status, and
overcrowded living conditions. Contamination
usually occurs through frequent skin-skin contact
and lying in the same bed as a patient with scabies.2
Characteristics of scabies are severe,
especially nocturnal itching in places where the
scabies mite digs burrows. These burrows are
usually grayish-white or skin-colored. Common
places for scabies to prevail are between the fingers and toes, on the bending side of the wrists, on
the extended side of the elbows, and in the anterior
armpit folds.2,3 Skin abnormalities can also occur
outside the preferred sites of scabies: redness and
papules around the nipples (mainly in women) and
the navel, buttocks, thighs, and the (male) genitals.
Clinical findings include primary and
secondary lesions. Primary lesions are the first

manifestation of the infestation and typically
include small papules, vesicles, and burrows.
Secondary lesions are the result of rubbing and
scratching, and they may be the only clinical manifestation of the disease. If so, the diagnosis must be
inferred by the history, lesion distribution, and accompanying symptoms. It is important to consider
scabies besides other itchy skin conditions, such
as urticaria, eczema, and food hypersensitivity.2,3
In the case of characteristic findings, such
as the presence of burrows, the diagnosis can most
likely be based on anamnesis and physical examination. In diagnostic doubt, additional examination
including microscopic examination, dermoscopy,
or PCR-testing can be performed. While PCR is
seldom used, the presence of the scabies mite,
eggs, or excreta can be confirmed by microscopic
examination by submerging a prepared skin scrape
in KOH solution. Dermoscopy could furthermore
be a valuable tool for diagnosing scabies as it is an
illuminated magnifying glass where larger mites
can sometimes be viewed as small black triangles,
often referred to as delta signs.2,3
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Op Weg Naar Werk foundation, an initiative
from newcomers for newcomers
obAiDA AbDUlrAhMAn1
1. fifth yeAr MeDicAl stUDent At the vriJe Universiteit AMsterDAM AnD co-foUnDer of
the foUnDAtion oP weG nAAr werk

Six years ago, the war in Syria forced me to leave
the country. I lived in Aleppo, where I studied
medicine for about 2,5 years. When I arrived in
The Netherlands I was eager to continue my study
here. But I was told it is impossible to start studying medicine as a newcomer, and that I would
never master the Dutch language enough to
become a doctor.
The doors were shut and I had no way of knowing how to fulfill my dream of becoming a doctor
in The Netherlands. I had to find out everything
on my own in discovering how to build my future
here. I was fortunate enough to soon find people
who helped me through this difficult time to make
the beginning toward realizing my dream. First of
all, I started intensive Dutch courses at the VU to
master the Dutch language. At the same time, I
followed different courses in Mathematics, Physics,
Biology, and Chemistry at VWO-level to fulfill the
admission requirements for the study of Medicine.
Six years after my arrival in The Netherlands, I am
now in my fifth year studying medicine.

‘‘The doors were shut
and I had no way of
knowing how to fulfill my
dream of becoming a doctor
in the Netherlands’’

OWNW

Without the help of those who were there during
my first steps in The Netherlands I never would
have been able to be where I am today. That is why
I, together with two other medical students who
went through the same, have started the Op Weg
Naar Werk foundation (OWNW). Our goal is to
help newcomers to find their place in Dutch society,
to such an extent that they are able to live an independent and valuable life. We do this through
language courses, workshops, and preparations for
higher education in The Netherlands.
All of this is important, but during the last years,
I was most struck by how valuable and joyful it is
to help people find their place in a society that is
new for them. Integrating into the Dutch society is
not only a law that says newcomers have to follow
courses. It is also seeing people grow, seeing how
people can change and find new sides within themselves which fit in the new role they have been
given. And most of all, it is seeing how people can
become happy again in an environment they never
thought they would be part of.
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‘‘I was most struck by
how valuable and joyful
it is to help people find
their place in a society that
is new for them’’

One of the programs I am most proud of is our
preparatory program for foreign doctors to
become a doctor in The Netherlands. It is not easy
for a doctor from, for example, Syria, to continue
their work in The Netherlands. They have to prove
their skills once again, to Dutch standards, and
they have to acquire new skills, such as the right
communication and behavior in the Dutch setting. Both of those tasks are quite hard. Imagine
working as a doctor for twenty years: would you
still know everything you learned during your
education? This is not to mention the updates
in the curriculum. And how do you approach a
patient in The Netherlands, when you are used to a
different culture?

‘‘Imaging working as a
doctor for twenty years:
would you still know
everything that you learned
during your education?’’

Dutch, conduct anamnesis, and all sorts of different types of conversations with Dutch patients, and
write reports and clinical reasoning. They also will
participate in shadowing sessions in clinics and
hospitals and have to prepare for extensive tests
on nine basic disciplines of medicine. All of this
preparation will lead to aspiring doctors having to
pass 7 tests, some of which last as long as 6 hours.
It is only when they pass all of those exams that
they can start working as a doctor again.
This program is both very intensive and gratifying
because we feel it is very important to get the
potential out of newcomers, and when our efforts lead to newcomers being able to use their
knowledge and skills in something as important
as healthcare, this feels like the reason we have
started our foundation OWNW.

‘‘this program is both very
intensive and gratifying, ...’’

Are you also excited about our initiative and looking to do something with meaning for those who
want to try to find their place in Dutch society?
Then contact us at info@ownw.nl We would love
to welcome volunteers who want to help aspiring
doctors in any way to prepare for taking up their
job in The Netherlands. For more information, you
can visit our website ownw.nl.

COURSE FOR DOCTORS

At our foundation, we guide doctors aspiring to
continue their work in The Netherlands through
an intensive course of 22 weeks. During those 22
weeks, doctors learn to present and read articles in
September 2022 | AMSj Vol. 28
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looking at ways in which we can combine imaging with software resulting in easier, simpler, and
more predictable treatments. We have combined
PhD programs focusing on virtual and augmented
reality in craniomaxillofacial (CMF) surgery.
Many medical faculties have neglected the field of
dentistry and oral health. What is your opinion on
that?
It is rather unfortunate that the general physician
does not know enough about oral healthcare and
the oral cavity. That is a missed opportunity. I have
also tried to pave the way in the medical curriculum here. There is simply no room for it. We were,
however, successful in incorporating our field into
the education of general practitioners.

Mert Uluç1
1. Faculty of Medicine, Amsterdam University Medical Centers, Location VUmc and
Academic Center for Dentistry Amsterdam (ACTA), Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
interviewd by

How did you come in contact with the field of Oral
& Maxillofacial (OMF) surgery?
Whilst studying dentistry I wanted to be more
broadly oriented. This led me to apply multiple
times for the draw to study medicine. Eventually,
after my fourth attempt, I was admitted into the
medical program. I was exempted from following
the first year of medicine and combined my final
year of dentistry with my second year of medicine.
The combination of dentistry and medicine piqued
my interest, which pointed me in the direction of
OMF surgery.
What is/are the most challenging aspect(s) of
being a professor?
There are two aspects: On the one hand, you are
the head of a department in which many different
things are taking place such as patients receiving
treatment, education, conducting research, and
running more or less a company. So you act like a
manager. Simultaneously, a professorship is meant
to give substance to your educational duties or your
research. That can be difficult. Because eventually,
although you may be a brilliant researcher who is
capable of effectively obtaining grants and able to
write beautiful papers, you could also, however,
not be a good manager. Or the other way around.
Only a small number of people have a combination of these two and have mastered these different
facets. Meaning, those who are good at managing,
writing papers, receiving grants, education, and
also caring for patients. That is a combination that
is getting increasingly difficult and complex in not
only our but other medical centers as well. There
is also an addition of other tasks, more administration, and more accountability which do not ease
things.
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Which current research topics are you involved in?
We have four areas of research.
The first area is that of epidemiological research,
in which we are looking for environmental, lifestyle, and personal factors related to oral health
in order to develop effective strategies to improve
oral health. We have an Oral & Craniofacial Health
research group that conducts research in a Generation R cohort. This is a birth cohort of 10.000 children who were included in 2005 in Rotterdam. Every 2-3 years they visit our Generation R research
center where various measurements are performed,
specifically regarding caries, the oral microbiome,
and questionnaires focused on oral health.
The second area is bone tissue engineering. This
research is aiming to find alternative methods for
bone regeneration. Within the field of OMF surgery, there are many instances in which we need
bone for reconstruction. Usually, we proceed by
taking bone from another place in the body, which
one should try to avoid.

What advice do you have for the next generation of
doctors and academics?
There are so many opportunities when it comes to
self-development. You could be of the opinion that
you would first like to be broadly oriented and save
your eventual preference for later. Many individuals who were originally interested in completely
different subjects ended up arriving at our doorstep. Nevertheless, we also see those who have set
their sights set on OMF surgery for a long time.
Both have a chance.

“There are so many
opportunities when it comes
to self-development”

The third area is that of clefts/craniofacial
research, where my interests also lie. We are looking at some of the diagnoses and value-driven care.
By specifically asking the patients how they experience their disease we are trying to gain a better
understanding of the disease.
The fourth area is technical research which is
conducted in collaboration with the TU Delft and
Biomedical Imaging Group in Rotterdam. We are
September 2022 | AMSj Vol. 28
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What is The Most Optimal Configuration
When Using the Chimney-graft Technique?
bich l. trAn1
1. DePArtMent of sUrGery, AMsterDAM cArDiovAscUlAr sciences, vriJe
Universiteit, AMsterDAM UMc, AMsterDAM, the netherlAnDs

In the column ‘Spotlight’ we shine a light on students who published their
research in other journals and (future) doctors who received something
special, like a PhD title or funding for their research. Lan Tran recently published in the journal Vascular titled “What we have learned from in-vitro
studies of the chimney endovascular technique for treatment of complex
abdominal aortic aneurysms: A systematic review.”.

My name is Lan Tran, MD/PhD-student at the department of Vascular Surgery at Amsterdam UMC
and a medical student at the Faculty of Medicine
VU. In my first year of medical school, I attended
an event, and Dr. K.K. Yeung was one of the speakers. She talked about her career and combining
being a vascular surgeon with conducting scientific
research. After the talk, I thought: ‘This is her! I
want to be like her!’. The same evening, I emailed
her asking if I could contribute to research under
her supervision and guidance. Dr. Yeung welcomed me into her team, and the rest was history!
After contributing and helping other PhD students
with their projects, Dr. Yeung allowed me to write
a systematic review, which resulted in my first
co-authored publication in Vascular.1 The paper
discusses the Chimney-graft technique in complex
abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA).
When a patient has an AAA with a diameter of
≥ 5.5 cm for men, and ≥ 5.0 cm for women, vascular surgeons may repair the AAA. There are a few
surgical techniques to choose from; taking an open
or endovascular approach. When choosing the
latter, a stent-graft is introduced via the groin

through the femoral artery and deployed at the
height of the aneurysm, treating the widened aorta.
However, if the aneurysm has a rather complex
nature and needs a readily available stent-graft,
Chimney Endovascular Aneurysm Repair (ChEVAR) may offer a solution. As the most optimal
configuration is still unknown when using ChEVAR, this study aimed to analyze and present the
currently available data when using this technique
in complex AAA.
We conducted a systematic review of Ch-EVAR
in complex AAA, including studies that reported
different outcomes in in-vitro configurations.
The search yielded 285 articles, eventually including 11 studies. After analyzing the data,
recommendations were made for the optimal ChEVAR configuration. In general, 30% oversizing
of the main graft (MG) seems to give the smallest
gutters without the high risk of infolding of the
MG. Additionally, in comparison to balloonexpandable chimney grafts (CGs), smaller gutters
were observed in self-expandable CGs with a
higher CG-compression. These findings may aid

AMSj Vol. 28 | September 2022

vascular surgeons in planning when using this
technique. In-vitro investigations provide insight
into the most optimal configuration in simulated
complex AAA repair. Additionally, these findings
can be used in future research to improve the most
optimal setup.
I wrote this article with Dr. J.P. Meekel (and all
other co-authors), who at the time was a PhDstudent at our department. It was also under his
guidance and supervision that made this article my
first publication. I enjoyed the direct feedback and
learned a lot from this experience. The lessons I
learned from writing this article are (still) implemented today. I am very thankful that I had this
opportunity early in my medical school career. I
had no (research) experience and was unaware of
the amount of effort it would take, but I think that
the appropriate guidance and environment made
this article my first publication!

‘‘The lessons I learned
from writing this
article are (still)
implemented today’’
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Answers 'Bruising under the foot'
Jesse lAMMerts AnD DitMAr schAkenrAAD

Answer options Q1
A.
Lisfranc injury
B.
Calcaneus fracture
C.
Stone bruise
D.
Plantar fascia tear

Answers ' Drilling holes in
the scalp: ancient or
contemporary?'

ANSWER Q1

Right answer: (A), a partial scalp avulsion, since a
part of scalp tissue is still attached to the underlying
and surrounding tissues. Furthermore, this image
does not show a scalp laceration, where the scalp
suffers from cuts rather than partially or entirely
detachment.

felicio wilDeboer AnD Debby boM

ANSWER Q2

Answer options Q2
A.
Non-weight bearing radiograph
B.
Weight-bearing radiograph
C.
CT-scan
D.
None
FIGURE 1 The mechanism of trauma in low-energy trauma in Lisfranc injuries

EXPLANATION
QUESTION 1

Correct answers: 1A, 2A

QUESTION 2

After a calcaneus fracture, a plantar fascia tear, or
a stone bruise, the sign as seen in the clinical image, a plantar ecchymosis, may appear. However,
these three diagnoses are unlikely to have been
caused by the trauma described in this case. The
main mechanism of trauma of a calcaneus fracture is a fall from a height onto the ankle, instead
of falling on the forefoot.1 Most cases of plantar
fascia tearing occur in patients who have had a
longer existing plantar fasciitis.2 Longer existing
plantar heel pain would have been reported by our
patient. Patients with a stone bruise are usually still
able to put some weight on it, which was not the
case with our patient.
Patients with a Lisfranc injury often
present themselves with weight-bearing pain
and swelling of the midfoot region.3 A soft tissue
disruption around the injury may cause a plantar
ecchymosis on the midfoot, as seen in the clinical
image. This plantar ecchymosis is most typically
seen in Lisfranc injuries and should therefore
arouse suspicion, even if there is no evident injury
seen on the non-weight bearing radiograph.4
The Lisfranc injury may be caused by
low-energy (indirect) trauma or high-energy (direct) trauma, with low-energy trauma being the
more common cause.5 The mechanism of trauma
in low-energy trauma is illustrated in the FIGURE
16. The mechanism of high-energy trauma is most
often a fall from height and road traffic accidents.7

If a patient in the emergency room has a clinical
suspicion of a Lisfranc injury, a non-weight bearing radiograph should first be made. When the diagnosis is still uncertain after the radiograph, a CT
scan of the foot may be indicated. A weight-bearing radiograph should be considered if the stability
is unclear.5 If both the radiograph and CT scan are
still inconclusive, consultation with the trauma
surgeon about additional types of imaging is
advised to rule out other causes of plantar ecchymosis, like a plantar fascia tear.
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Right answer: (C), drilling numerous holes allows
multiple sites of granulation layer formation and
therefore acceleration coverage over the exposed
area. Hair growth cannot be promoted since the
follicles are lost with the avulsed scalp tissue. Furthermore, diagnostic screening is not performed by
drilling numerous holes and is rather performed by
clinical evaluation.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 3

ANSWER Q3

FIGURE 2

EXPLANATION

Right answer: (B), 10 days is sufficient to allow almost complete coverage of the exposed area when
no adverse events (i.e. infection or wound dehiscence) occur. 3 days is insufficient for this percentage of coverage. However 21 days and above
would show complete coverage of the granulation
area, including from the wound edges.

FIGURE 4

Scalp avulsion is a rare but potentially devastating
injury and usually occurs in high-impact traffic incidents or industrial settings. In these accidents, the
scalp is either entirely or partially detached from
its surrounding and underlying tissues due to hair
entrapment or friction of the scalp. Consequently, these injuries result in threatening amounts of
blood loss. Therefore, rapid cessation of bleeding,
wound compression, and aggressive fluid resuscitation is of the essence. Moreover, reconstructive
surgery is important to cover the exposed bone
on the calvarium as soon as possible. Favorably,
the avulsed part is replanted if possible. However, coverage often remains a major difficulty when
reimplantation is deemed impossible. In addition,
using skin flap surgery is only indicated in patients
where the periosteum is intact since vascularisation of the flap is needed. However, in difficult
cases where the calvarium is exposed and skin flap
transplantation is not possible as in the abovementioned case, an alternative treatment is indicated.

Gökkaya et Gorgu1 proposed a different treatment
for the abovementioned case, involving trephination which is a surgical intervention where numerous holes are drilled in the human skull reaching
the spongeous layer (FIGURE 2). Subsequently, the
formed vascularised granulation layer is stimulated
upon trephination, treatment with platelet-rich
plasma (PRP) and various wound dressings is then
layered with a skin-graft (FIGURE 3). The adjuvant
PRP treatment accelerates wound healing while
the use of wound dressings (i.e. saline dressings)
protects the wound and facilitates an optimally
moist environment to promote wound healing. 30
months after the last PRP treatment the graft area
was healthy and stable (FIGURE 4). Consequently, Gökkaya and Gorgu showed that trephination
forms a suitable candidate in the treatment of scalp
avulsion with excellent results when other firstline methods are impossible to perform.
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Answers 'Intracranial hemorrhage'
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Answer options Q1
A. Extracranial hematoma
B. Epidural hemorrhage
C. Subdural hemorrhage
D. Subarachnoid hemorrhage
E. Parenchymal hemorrhage
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Answer options Q2
A. Rupture of the middle meningeal artery
B. Rupture of an aneurysm
C. Tearing of cortical bridging veins
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Answer options Q3
A. Midline shift
B. Loss of grey-white matter differentiation
C. Effacement and or dilatation of the
ventricles
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Computed tomography (CT) is the preferred
imaging technique for suspected intracranial injury in acute situations.1 Intracranial hemorrhage
can be categorized, based on location, in extraaxial (intracranial extracerebral) and intra-axial
(intracerebral). Subsequently, extra-axial hematomas can be further divided into epidural, subdural
and subarachnoid hemorrhage, separated by the
meninges.
The pathogenesis of epidural hemorrhage
is typically a rupture of the middle meningeal artery, a branch of the maxillary artery, secondary to
a fracture of the temporal bone. On CT you will
see a convex-shaped configuration, which peels the
dura away from the skull under arterial pressure.2
Secondly, subdural hematomas are due to stretching or tearing of the bridging veins in the potential subdural space. Unlike epidural hematomas,
subdural hematomas are usually more extensive,
crescent-shaped, and are not limited by the sutures
of the skull. They are, however, limited by the dural
reflections, such as the falx cerebri, tentorium,
and falx cerebelli. Further radiographic features

depend on the clot age as acute hemorrhage
appears on CT as a region with increased density,
correlating to the hematocrit levels in the blood.
This is in contrast to chronic or subacute hemorrhage, which appears more isodense to the brain
parenchyma and thus can be more diﬃcult to
detect.2,3 Lastly, subarachnoid hemorrhage can be
found in the sulci and cisterns, contouring the pia
mater. This type of hemorrhage can be the result of
trauma but is also commonly found secondary to
ruptured aneurysms or other vascular malformations. In cases of subarachnoid hemorrhage, it is,
therefore, useful to make an additional CT-angiogram to assess vascular underlying causes.2,4
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